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1 imitation of freedom , 킹 nd p 상 rvasive mediocrity in cultural
expression , as bein 흰 inimical to the traditional and more
rε1 i a b 1 딩 va 1uεs of European civilization or , in some instancεs ,
as being incapable of providing the bases for a free and
humanε existence.
This study focuses on the attack on bour딩 eois society
in Europe in the late nineteenth and t싸entieth centuriεsin
an attεmpt to expand the definition of "cultural despair , 11 a
term to which it is related. Althou인 h others have discussed
this general topic , cultural despair , the present study takes
for its s tar t i ng poi n t the 1 i mit e d 0 ut-l i ne 5 0 f fer e din Fr i t z
Stern's The Politics of Cultural Despair. This is undertaken
for the-dualpurpose of exposing to historical scrutiny a
background theme of European intellectual activity of the
former and present centuries , and to help construct a
histori 。언 raphical tool with which the historian can seek t 。
understand more readi Iy the impact of the rise of the middle
class and its consequences on .the mind of Europe.
To reinforce the understanding ofthe topic of cultural
despair , the essay offers four illustrations of cultural
despair from traditions of the Europeanintellectual milieu.
These are the revolutionary , represented by Pierre~Joseph
Proudhon and the criti ’‘que of bour딩 eois economics; the literary ,
represented by T. S. El iot and thecritique of modern culture;
the Catholic , represented by Emmanual 헤。 unier and his critique
。 f bourgeois life; and the existentialist , represented by
Jean-Paul Sartre and theredefinition of freedom in modern
그life. Finally. this effort concludes νlith an attempt t 。
synthesize the attitudes of these four men in thεir relation
to the general subject.
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And here face downν'l ard in the sun
To feel how swift how secretly
The shadow of the ni 딩 ht comes on
- Archibald MacLeish ,
"You. Andrew Marvell"
• • •
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arduous.taskhisdelicate ,IScrafthistorian'sThe
lessn 。d 。musthewrites ,hehis toryofpieceeachn
allofcoretheatISwhichhumanitythebarelaythan
civi I i zation.calledmosaictheformthatmemoriesthe
toolsfewhashistorianthescholars ,。 therun likeYet ,
emotionofbreadthanddepththemeasuret 。whichwith
the。 nre 1ymusthe에。 s tl y ,fact.。 fdurabilitythe。 r
employs;novel istgoodathatdevicesunscientificsame
aquality ,imaginativedevelopedhighlyasay ,t 。I Stha t
infuset 。abilitytheall ,aboveandtruth ,t 。commitment
humanity.ofsense。，，'/nhiswithworkhis
notedhistorian-criticanreView ,bookrecentaI n
v./riting.historical。 fkindsensitivemostthed 。t 。that
necessari ly ,pe rh ap slegitimately ’nowmightscholarthe
Ge‘staltandFreudianthefrommethodologyborrow
then ,historiography ’。 fframeworkThe
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Hajo Holborn sh。‘애 t hat \1 i 1helm
conclusions nearly a century
..씨 ilhelm Dilthey and the
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earlier. See HajoHolborn ,
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is true , to most thoroughly expose the tempe~aπent， whether
。 f an individual , an age , or a culture , that produced
theevents he is recounting , the historian will be obliged
to examine theconditionofmindof that individualor
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we know. the pure historian ~as railed at the very mentIon of
Freud , but already Erick Erikson , among others , has success-
f u11yin v0 ked his met hod S lJti t h res t r a i ntan d s uc cess • 3 At
best , psychological history offers arefreshin영 and often
te 11 i n9 ap P roach. At wo rs t , i t is pompo us , sci en tis tic t
and ahistorical , but the same criticisms can be made
concerning any bad historical writing. 4
At ----any rate , thea pp 1ic a t io n of p5 YchoI 0 9 i cal c r i t e ria
to the study ofhistDry offers an immense challenge to the
t r ad i ti 0 na 1 pr act i ce of the dis c i p 1 i ne • In one a rea of his to r y ,
scholars have madenotable but isolated attempts to integrate
these criteria: European Intellectual History. Some of
the hest ofthese efforts have beendevoted to the study of
the rise of theGermanic ideology in the late nineteenth and
‘ early twentieth centuries , and related topics. The most
Cr i t i que of His to r i cat Reason ,II .Sou tn'a' 1 '0 f the'H is to ryof
않ξ혹혹, :r I , <January , I950) , 9 3-11 δ •
31n his biography! ~f Martin Luther , Young Man Lut h~e.~
(N ew Yo r k , 1958).
4See for instance Si 딩 mund Freud and 패 ill i am Bulli tt ,
써。o d row ~J i 1 son (New York: Alfred A. Knopf , 1966) , generally
reg~ardedODy-1rrlson scholarsas excessive in psychological
i n t e r pre tat io n •
4noteν，Jorthy of these ItJorks are Fri tz Stern I s Ih_~__J_o_tLtJ_c:~s__QJ
CuI tural Despai r and Hannah Arendt's Ihe oripins 。f­
Total i tari an i sm. 5
In Stern's book there is a particularly engaging
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material. the better to strike at the heart of the purely
historical trend toward Nazism. Professor Stern labeled
this formulation "cultural despair" and explained it as " a
116study in the pathology of cultural criticism. "v He attempted
to ans씨er this basic question: what ιtere the psycho-social
etiologies of the identifiable psychoses that caused a culture
which could produce such humanistic spirits as Goethe.
Schilling , Lessing , Beethoven. Bach. and in its last moments
。 f sanity. 셔 ann. to end by creating the most monstrous.
abberative society ever conceived. let alone executed , by
mankind?
The p·resent paper seeks to expand Fritz Stern1s concept
of cuI turaldespai-r· and sh。νJ how it can , by specifically
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stu dyo f late nineteenth and early tV! e n tie t h century
historiography.7
5 Fr i t z Stern. The Politics of Cultural Despair (Ne~t York:
Do ubl e day and Company , Inc. , 196 1) ; and Hannah ,L\, re nd t , ..!낀료
Origins of Totalitarianism (C Ie ve 1and: H0 r 1d Pub 1ish i ng--
Company. 1958).
6Stern. Cu ltu ral Despa ir , 1-.
7 1t should be noted that , throughout , the writer has
attempted to subordinate psychological criteria to historical.
Thus , the reader will no doubt find a dearth of psychological
nomenclature.
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To return to Stern. in IJl~__P~~I_i~t i cs of Cu l.tu_r_a_L_D_e~s.p~a.iJ ，
he decided that the most disgruntled and. therefore. most
representative sector of German society. was thelower middle
class. He triedto show that from this strata of German
society emanated the pathology of cultural criticism that
1e d to II a cuI t u r a I c r I sl sin modern Ge r man y • II 8 He a 15 。
discerned that this cultural crisis engendered a "conservative!
sanaeD
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well as German phenomenon; but only in Germany became a
dec i s i ve i ntel Ie c t ua l and pol i t ic a 1 force. 9 Ins of a r as a
movement oftheterrible features and dimensions of Nazism
a ppea. red. nowh e re e 1s e , t hat 1st rue • But t his pap er co nten ds
thatcurtural despair was fundamental to the formation of the
mentalityof the age throughout Europe. that it cut across
class llnes , and was , however modest in comparison to its
effects in Germa ny. a dec i si vein tel 1e c t ua I and pol i ti cal forζe
In allof western culture and , consequently , a valid theme
for historical c6mment.
As a group. historians have alwaystended to run from
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Ye t. tog r asp its rea limport. 씨 e might dowell to say a few
words about the pervasiveness of the theme of cultural desp리 i r
10in the western intellectualtradition.'v Briefly , it has
8Stern , CuI t u r a 1 0e sp air , 4.
9 낼씌μ 15.
laThe writer is aνJare of. 、 but does notmentlon Vico.
Spengler , and Toynbee , to name a few of the well knowh cyclical
、..κ~a츠굉~“~“.......‘‘-.r“‘~.~.
....-.-
f
~ .
6
appeared in some form in nearly every period of recorded
history: as sfmple dfssatisfaction wjth exi~ting conditions ,
concern forthe course in which events seemed to be leading
society. a thoroughgoing melancholy in cultural manifestations ,
。 rag r a ve f ear , 0 f ten expre s se d asawa r n i ng , fa r the f ut u r e
of the entire human race , as a result of its habitual
misconduct.
Of the last , nobetter example can be offered than one
。 f theearliest , when , in Revelations , St. Johnthe Divine
writes of the apoca1ypse. 1l Much of the rest of the earlfest
articles of the Judaeo-Chrlstian le 딩 acy is concerned 싸 ith
such terrifying visions , as , for instance , thel iterature
。 f the Babylonian Captivityof the Jews , and that ofthe
pat r is tic ch ur ch. 12 An 0 the r 쉰 xample is the Middle Ages
---
μ
”c‘F’a‘
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engendered mela-i1 choly and pessimism to the point that these
are 1ea din 9 cha r act e r i s tic s 0 f the age. In his c 1ass i cst udY
of the late medieval society , The Haning of the MiddleA팅 es ，
his tor i a IT s • They certainly fi ti n this context , but have been
the sUbjects of many similar analy’ ses. We should , also , take
note of a similar cyclical approach to history in eastern
thought. best represented in Chinese culture. For a full
explanationsee H.G. Creel , Chi ne seThough t (Ne lt-' York:
MentorBooks , 1953).
11Ne씨 Testament , king James Versi 。 n (Phi1ade1phia: Nati 。 naI
Publishing Company , 1941). See Revelation , 473-504.
12 For a full treatment of the apocalyptic vision- in
western thought. see Frankl in L. Baumer , liThe Twentieth
Century Version of the Apocalypse ," Journal of 싸。 r 1d His tory ,
1•. (J an ua ry. 1954) , 62 3.. 파 O.
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Johan Huizinga commented , ’'whether ν'Je read a c.h·ron i cl e , a
poem , a sermon , a legal doeument even , the same impression of
immense sadness is pro dute d by t hemall ."13
씨 i t ht his wI de rpe r s pee t i ve , .its h0 u 1d not bed i f fi c u 1t
to understandhow this theme could significantly affect the
ml nd of Eu rope i n the per i 0 d under disc uss i on • No r can we
charge that historianshave failedto detect its impact.
써hat we can and wi 11 press here is that it hasfai led t 。
receive thetreatment lt deserves. In The 0 rig i ns of
IQ.t.allta ri an i sm. mentioned at theoutset , Hannah Arendt
demonstrated an acute a~"areness of the discrepancies between
the social and politicalnorms of the late nineteenth century
and' t he1 mage s of them· he 1·' d by society i· n 9 e nera 1• 11+ In
her discussionsof such peculiarly modern incidents as fhe
Dreyfus Affair , the pol iticalemancipation of the bourgeoisie ,
the rise of modern racialism and anti-s~mitism. and the
coalescence of the idea of the nation-state , Hannah Arendt
showed that she understood that traditional historiography
could not thoroughly plumb their dimensions and ramifications.
In hi s'book , 탠낀원 I 0쁘I만원흐린ld Soci얀y， H. Stuart Hu 연 hes
rig ht 1y he 1d t hat Its con ten t s f I 11e d .acr i tic a 1 딩 ap in our
historical knowled딩 e ， the then'unconstructed synthesisof the
stories of those Europ냥~n th I nker s who , had a I ’senseof the
l3Johan Huizinga , The VI ani n9 .b f' the 헤 i'dd1e .A ges (Garden
City , New York: Doub 1eday-A-n-cho·r Books. 195μ) •
Il}Arendt , T 。 ta1itarianism.
8
’‘，i;iU<빼 J
uncertaintyagonizingan씨 ithcoupledSociety.oldan。 fdemise
Id5bet 。provemightSocietyne씨the。 fformsthewhatt 。as
ofReconstructionliThebook ,this。 fsubtitlerevea 1i ngThe
a utho ritsshows1890-1930 ,"Thou덩 ht ，SocialEuropean
continuationitstimes ,the。 ftrendtheunderstoodclearly
re s po nsib i 1 i tie shisandcentury ,this。 fyea rsea r I ytheth rough
it.oncommentingin
Decadence。 fSenseTheI nwrittenhasS\t, art~J •K.
pessimism。 fmainlyassessmentanFranceCenturyNineteenth
best ,hisAt
/b-----
-
V
t
F
l
u‘Lnectheth r6ughoutlitera t ureFrenchi n
thewithmanifestationsliteraryitslin ksSwartProfessor
viewt 。tendshebuthis tory;French。 fcourseharr。씨 ing
thet 。responsefiniteanddirect ,simple ,aaspessimism
。 fexaminationperceptivemoreaPerhapsmentions.heevents
andM~~ci~x:-nc!~t)~Grana ’ sCesareISmaterialsametheessentially
「
Il
---,
•
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E•.,,<)
----。en.
용
Flu。npandBohemianentitledformerlyD.i s con ten ts •its
thepinpointt 。attempts씨orkthiss ug 딩 ests ，tit IenewtheAs
lite r a rywhich。 flifeFrenchi nneurosesthe。 fsources
Civilizationi nattempted ,Freudasmuchsymptom ’awaspessImism
con d i ti on •modernthediagnoset 。Q_i_5_C~_n_~_e.n_t_~_ ,itsand
centurymid-nineteenth。 fstudyrewardingthorou딩 hlyA
Victorian
York:
The
Society (Ne v.I
Houghton's
an-d
써 alter
Consciousness
ISζurrents
ISH. Stuart Hughes ,
Vintage Books , 1958).
intellectualk“s----·lIl’”닝nFζ
Hague:(TheDecadence。 fSense16 K. ‘J. Swart. The
Martinus Nijhoff , 19강따.
(Newois'con-tent si-tsGra쉬 a , 서。 de rn i ty and
Torchbooks , 1966).
17Cesare
HarperYo rk:
’-‘-
-셔a훌
5
Frame of Nind.18 In the complex rigors of society in this
arresting era , the author discovered the origins of the
categories of frustration and repression which are the
em”i
‘,
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eFlew+·‘ξ닝ai
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of the minds with 씨hichHoughton deals , an excellent source
」
i s Bas i 1 \01ill e y , 에 。 re 씨 LI1_~t~_e~_th __C_~n_t_uJ·Y _?_t_~dJ_~_s__,_a__GX_c>_l!J~_
。 f Honest Doubters. 19
It will be se~n from this brief synopsis that , in one
form or another , the theme of concernfor the culture has
been noted to be a feature of modern European intellectual
history. Moreover , unmentioned here are other studies 씨 hich
treat thisthemein some brief fashion , or analyze deeply some
incident of importance to it. 20 What rεmains ， then , is t 。
characterize the age , expand Professor Stern ’ s definition ,
and examine its parts.
18싸 alter E. Houghton , The Victorian 'Frame bf 헤 lnd
(New Haven: Yal e Un i ve r sitY Pres s , 1957) •
19S as il 꾀 i lley , 에。 re Nineteehth Cehtury Studies (New
York: Harper Torchbooks , 1966).
20 To name a few that corne readily to ~ind: Nicholas
Halasz , Captain-Dreyfus (Ne ",r York: Grove Press , Inc. , 1955) ,
Henri de Lubac , S. J. , The Drama of Ath~i'st Humahism (Cleveland:
씨 or 1d Pub 1 ish i n9 Com pan {-,- -~6lr，-A-.-J-;--P-;--Ta'FT-O I"--, Bisma rck
(Ne써 York: Vintage Books. 1967).
*“·‘-
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STAGETHE
avai lablespacelimitedtheimpossible , inbewouldI t
t 。westthebroughtwhicheventsthereconstructt 。here ,
ofsakethefordirection ,thati ngestureaStill ,anxiety.
commented。 ncescholarnotedAdesirable.I S。 rientation ’
whosemana。 fphilosophyprofoundthe。 f。 rlglnstheon
notv·Jasi tsaidhewritten:hadhebiographyi n te 1 Ie c t ua 1
boy ,moodyplump ’cross-eyed ,athatastoundingparticularly
t 。been。 rfriendahadhavingeverwithoutup9 ro\"'nhadwh 。
alienation ,anxiety ,systematizeshoulddance ,schoolhigha
difficultnotISi tsense ,sametheni nd i v i d ua 1i t Y• 2 1and
profoundthesufferedν~hi chcultureahowunderstandt 。
nineteenthlatetheduringl‘Jes ttheafflictedthatdislocations
t 。abilityitsdoubtshouldcenturiest써entiethea rl yand
centurynineteenthTheso.doing。 fefficacythe。 rsurvive
confidence;。 frashauncertainty ’。 fcloudaI nbe 잉 unhad
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leftFranceI n1793and1792 ,1791 ,1789 ,。 fconvulsionsThe
21Norman N. Greene. In conversation , he alluded t 。
illustration with reference to Jean~Paul Sartre. Hfs
Jean-Paul Sartre (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
1960) , is a st~ndard source for research in existentialism.
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not only that nation , but also all of its neighbors unsure of
their futures. The brief interlude of the empire , which
featured the spectacular career of Napoleon and his dream of
redrawing the map of Europe , left an inevitable residue
of insecuri·tyand fear. 22 The ν~hite reaction which coalesced
in 1815 , at the instigation of 에 etternich， inaugurated , in
the German states and the Hapsburg empire , an era of repression
and police spy networks.
No amount of spies , however , could retard for very long
the advance of the liberal trends in European politics. The
Revolution of 1830 in France , the infectious fever of Paris·
1848 explosion , and the tragic episode of the Commune marked
the inex_orable advance of these trends. Of a similarly
dramatic nature was the rise and unification of Germany under
Bismarck , an episode characterized by a succession of ruthless
wars which did , in fact , redraw the map of Europe. Yet
another incident was the competition for empire among Britain ,
France , Germany , Russia and Japan: the European newspaper
reader , in the later years of the century , learned the location
and the tension of Fashoda and Tangiers , the folly and the
peril of theMoroccan crises , the agonies of another world
when the Boxer rebellion erupted in China and when , later , the
Japanese and Russian armies clashed over a place called
Manchuria.
22There are many excellent studies of European history
from 1789. Especially helpful are thoseby Gordon Craig
and David Thomson.
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does. It is more dtfficult to avoid tensions caused by the
alteration of one's own lifestyle. It was this last , the
dramatic and abrupt chan딩 e in socioeconomic forms which did
touch each life , that is at the bottom of Europe's wounded
psyche.
Fundamentally , this change consisted in the rise of
the middl~ class and its assumption of preeminence in the
European social , economic , andpolitical system. Related ,
。 f course , to this problem , was the implementation of ~iddle
class norms; that is , the spread of the milieu from which the
middle class operated: the urban , industrial , commercial
society.
Th e~· new 0 r de r ins 0 c i e t y cam e a b r up t 1Y• vI h i lei tis
truethat much of Europe lingered on in pastoral bliss , in
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society was breaking out εarly in the nineteenth century.
By 1848 , in France , railroads crisscrossed the landand
more loomswere in factoriesthan homes. 23 Louis Phillp함e ，
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the ’'citizen king ,lI and Guizot , his chief minister , had
already toldthe unenfranchised how to acquire the vote
’ II"enrichissez vous!
In England , ofc。니 r~e ， industrialization had proceeded
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such thriving communities as Sheffield and 뻐 anchester mostly
23Priscil1a Robertson , Revolutions of 1848 (New York:
Harper Torchbooks , 1952) , 13:
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urbanplanning ,economicEuropean。 fheartthebecamesystem
manpowerthe。 fbasisthewasI tessential. 25becamegr 。‘，'/ t h
Th us ,26survive.t 。neededsystemfactorythewhichpool
floweddisorientedandunskilledthe。 f1aye rupon1aye r
chaos ,distress ,creatingcountryside ,thefromcitiestheinto
theasthisregardedcapitalism ,Classicalcongestion. 27and
anytaket 。refusedandma rke tlaborhealthyafo rmaterial
foraloneletinflux ,
28working.
the。 fcontrolthefo rr 앙 sponsibility
fo r
24S ee A. J. P. Taylor , Bismarck , for a lively study of
Bismarck's policies an~ th~ir effect~ on German l)fe. ~his
Ide a may , e sse n t i all y , h 。애ever ， be attributed t 。 헤 r. Fra nk 1 i n
L. 써est ， professor of German History , at Portl~ndState
College , Portland , Ore 딩。 n. It 씨 as 서 r. West1s contention that
G~rman industrialization occurred more rapidly than anywhere
elsε in Europe.
Manchester ’alreadythose。 fwell-beingthe
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Even the neighborhood. once the center of urban social
I i f t: νlas rent asunder as the traffic avenue imposed itself on
‘ μch city planning .as occurred. In one bourgeois neighborhood
In London , 씨 hich Mumford discusses in his book , l~~~_~tY_Jg
’iistoryt planners placed the shopping area along a corridor
까 venue ， causing the undernourished , ill-clothed inhabitants
to walk great distances for recreation and groceries. 33
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clothing , plus the burden of having to walk an average of tw。
to three miles daily to get to work , it can be postulated
with some confidence that here was a large number of individuals
for whom life was aggressively unpleasant.
It is no wonderthat the reactlon to these conditions
'houldbe the crudescence of neuroses and the growth of a
~entality infinitely hostile to the qualities of the new age.
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theandexistencerememberedbetweendiscrepancyThe
theIncreatedsocietyclassmiddlei n1 i f eneVJthe。 fforms
thecenturynineteenthlatethe。 fconsciousnessEuropean
\'1 h i chrepressionandhostility ,frustration ’。 fcategories
nneuroses.labelanddiscovert 。wasFreudSigmund
betweenconnectionthemadeheDiscontentsitsandCivilization
devotedhadhewhichmindthe。 fmalaise
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progressculturalandunfreedom ,。 f1 ig h ttheInappearsthus
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Beacon(Boston:Civi 1 izationandEros34Herbert Marcuse ,
1955) , 18.
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movement. in thecongested city; for equality , new class
I 8
divisions (best discerned by Narx); for inte딩 ration ， alienation;
for happiness , anxiety.
Because this failure wasone of interior categories as
wel"l as physical ones , the reaction to it came in psychological
as well as intellectual terms. That is , the aspects of the
criticism of culturethat emerged as cultural despairwere
formulated as much on the basis of emotional criteria as
intellectual. The result was that the reactionsthat hardened
in t 0 bas i c themeso f cuI t u r aIde sp a ir co u I d be ins i d i a usa nd
de s t rue t i ve • Same 0 f thesethem e s ItJere mid dIe c I ass s el f - hat e ;
nostalgia and the revivification ofthe conservative tradition;
the sense of decadence; the revival of anti-semitism. These
themes in turn engendered responsesfrom men who. sensing evil
in them , criticized a civilization In which such attitudes could
appear. Yet most of these cri~ics were themselves seduced
byone or another ofthose th~mes. It willtherefore be
。 f some value to briefly discuss the attitudes that produced
this web of ideas.
Middle class self-hate manifested itself usually in a
very simple way. That is , most of the leading critics of
middle class conventlon~ 씨ere themselves men of the middle
class. There wasno way , for example , that either Marx or
Engels could avoid the label , yet they were , to labor the
。 b v10 u5 , e as i I Y the m05 t r e 1e ntIe S5 c r i t iε5 of the
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We were seeking nothing le~s than the
tempo'raT salvation of humanity through
the housecleaning of the working-class
Wbrld , through the rectification of work
and the world of work and the dignity of
work , through a housecleaning , an or 연 anic
an cf mol e cuI a r rep air 0 f the VoJ 0 rId °f 써。 rk· ，
and through it th;~whole economic and
industriai worl~.37
butsocialismintime ,aforfaith ,hisputhadPeguy
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Somewhatlater , Jean-Paul Sartre. a bourgeois intellectual ,
displayed complete contempt for his background. As a young
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to dressing as workersand mixing 씨 ith pr 0 l.eta i J.e.s in wor k. in 딩­
class bars. 39
Thes e men an d ,0 the r 5 tor t u red by the inc 0 n5 i s t e nc i es 0 f
their society. thus often attempted to create an artificial
ethos so that they might exist outside the stifling confines
of the bourgeots society ofwhich they were so much a part.
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In those famous lines , Englishmen found something about
wh ich to daydream in the r860' 5 and 70' s. The pace of mode rn
life gave men no respite. Its features were usually only
repeated and analyzed in literature. Here. in Edward
Fitzgerald's translatton of the Rubai vat. were the ingredients
() f the pas t VJ h i 다1 were sofa r. removed from reality and yet so
veryattractive. The pastoral. the isolated , the primitive •
Ihese were the very antitheses of the conditions of modern
1 i f e • and we r e. ap pa rent 1y. \~ha t madathe Fit z9era 1d t ran 5 I a t i on
such a huge success. 4l Nor was this a unique incident~
39Jean-PaulSartre. Search 'For a 'Hethod (New York , 1963). 18.
40 Car1 J. 씨eber. ed ,•• Fitz얻 erald's 'Ruha'iyat (Wa t e r viI Ie ,
Ma i ne : Col b Y Colle 9 e Pre 5 s·;--r'9-5-9T~ μ7.
" ·41 Ib i d. See theintroductiontothis edition. for a
sun‘1m a r y -0 f the boo k lsi nt ere s tin 9 pub 1ish i n9 his tor y •
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themsupporttopastthet 。t u rne dmenEurope ,Throughout
moreISincident써。present.thethroughjourneytheirn
。 fpopularitythethanhistorianculturalthet 。familiar
。 neAsGermany.Instoriesfa i ry。 fcollectionGr i mm ‘ s
it ,
it was appropriate that , when all old
and beliefs were being discredited by
the new confident bourgeois civilization , some
men should go back , surreptitiously , to the
past , for help in survivin딩 in a time when
everything spiritual had disappeared but self-
confidence. The brothers Grimm were right 1 낀
sensing that self-confidence is not enough.세 4
reactionEuropeanthe。 fpartbecomenos' tal 9 i adidThus
tw。hadimpetusnostalgictheStrangely ,1 i f e •modernt 。
feν1a。 nlythatwasfirs tTheeffects.diversesomewhat
createdexpected ,bemightwhatt 。contrarymen ,1i t era ry
Eli 0 ts•T.VJasteland ofThepast.the。 fVIsIonsnostalgic
comparedEli 0 tit ,nthis.。 fexpressionbesttheperhapsI s
valuesthet 。returnafor。 ptingpresent ,thetopastthe
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Reserve\.J es te rn(Cleveland:42Ralph Harper , Nostal 인 i a
University' Press', 1966) , 13:
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As the theme of dec~y gained currency in the world of
literature , its fac웅 ts were eas11y identifiable. One 딘 en re
was , the ce 1eb ra t i on of decadence fo r its own sake. The bes t
kn 。ν.} n p r act i c ione r s we r e Ch a r 1e s Ba udel aire , J 0 r i s Kar 1
/HuYsma n s , Andre Gi de i n France , and Oscar Hi Ide i n En 명 1 a Ii d •
Baudelaire wroteof the baseness and depravity of modern life
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fesearch into the matter. As his translator , Jacques Leclereq
has put it , "he".."as already syphilitic andaddi.cted to drugs
atan age when his fellows were dreaming of ch~mber maids.
He die d . par a 1y tic , s pee c h Ie s s an din san e • 1145 Yet t his man ,
whblived his life past the outer limits of excess. was an
admirer ~f the doctrin~s of Joseph de Maistre , the arch-
conservative of the early nineteenth century , who had called
for area s 5e r t ion 0 f the ve r y in s tit u ti 0 n s "'I h i c h B a udel air e ’ s
conductmocked thechurchand thefaml1y.46 Baudelaire
had nothin엌 but contempt for mode~n society and the belief in
pr。잉 ress and he often railed against it. 47 Yet his poetry
F
l
e」UF
•
。」u。e’niLr。Slo
i
nq
-
n。’---a*LOn」ueLκ。ve he νlas a man who had
long ago passedthat stage ~ but was firmly g~ounded in an
aesthetic disti lled from the corruption in ν\l h i ch the modern
world had immersed i·tself and its inhabitants. For Baudelai re ,
4녕싼5담c다야h녀a하r비les Ba라u뼈l
Pau따pe r Press ’ 1958) ’ 1 • Deca~de-ncean-daegene racy has been , in
France. at any rate , a viable artisticmode d 。씨 n tothe p resen t
day; cf. the 써。 rk of Jean Genet , whom Sartre has called St.Genet.
46S wart • Sense of Decadence , 1 13.
47lbid.
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theo 1d values had long since been buried by the interminable
grossness of thenew age. It was as useless to turn back as
to try tomo~e forward. Theonly salvation , the only respite ,
was in a complete acceptance of the sin of the new world.
Joyjbe my q~een always , [ ask ,
Pleasure , put on ~. siren's mask
Fa sh ion e d of veJ vet and fIe s h ,
Or pour your sleep , heavy and fresh ,
Inwine your mystic , formless tr뭇 as ure ,
Elastic phantom , holy pleasure.낙 Q
Baudelaire had an enormous Oedipus complex; 싸 ilde and
Gide 0 we rOe r a 딩 ing homosexuals. For Gide , the moral standards
。 f his times were irrelevant. In The Immo r al i st. his
protagonist had been dealt a severe blow by middle class life
and conv몽 n t i' 0 ns _ Esc a pi n9 to a Tuni .' s i an be a ch. , he s us pen de d
adher같nce to those convent ions , and gave hi mse If ove r t 。
languor. Matter-of-factly , he accepted , even enjoyed his own
moral decay. In his final remarks , 에 ichel ， the protagonist ,
mused about his sexual pre~ilictions， as they concerned a
be aut i fu I you n9 pro s tit iJ tea nd her b rot her. n Eve ry tim e
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prefer the boy to her. Shemakes out that it is he who keeps
me here. P'erhapsshe is not altogether wrong •• " 49
Often , the very existence of these men wasan affront t 。
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48Saudelaire , Flowers , "Envoi ," 51.
49Andr냥 Gide , The Immo ra I is t (New York: VintageBooks ,
I 9S'8) , I 47•
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With cynicism uppermost , its author parodied "'Jhat was in the
minds of mostupright citizens as the word went out:
씨 hen Osca~ came to join his God~
Not earth to earth~ but sod to sod~
It was for sinners such as this
Hell was created bottomless. 50
If decadence was a way oflife for some artists , for
。 thers it was an indictment of crucial institutions. For
example , a wave of nove·ls wholly or partly concerned with the
corruption ofreligiou5 ideals and the crisis of the modern
reli 9 i 0 uscon 5c i e nce ap pea red. The s e inc 1udedT heDamnat)0_n
。 fTheron 싸 are ， 에 artin Du Gard1s Jean Ba1J:_9J_~. and Joy ce ’ s
e_o_rJ: r a i t of the Artist as a Y_ou ngMa n. In each , theprotagonist
struggle검 to sq:uare secular life ".lith religious faith.
Sometimes , like Joyce's hero , Stephen Daedelus , he failed.
Trenchantly , Stephen deεlared his stand onCatholicism , t 。
which he was born , and Protestantism , to which , his friend
Cranly'had.thought he might.defect.
I said that I had lost faith , Stephen
answered , but not thatl had lOst self r~spect.
싸hatkind of liberation would that be t 。
forsake an absurdity which is 1 。딩 ical and
coherent and to_~mbrace one which is illogical
and incoherent?51
As Swar·t notes , for the French and English , literary
decadence was as much an " es thetic posturing"as a serious
/
concern for the social r decay . of c i v il iz a t ion. 5 2 . Ce r t a i n1y
SOAttributed to Algernon Charles Swinburne.
SlJames Joyce , Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man
( New Yo r k:· Vi kin 9 Book s. 19 58) •
S2Swart , Sense of Decadence , 249·.
..--"‘...，..i.빠훌빼댈
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their seriousness of purpose in this respect did not measure
up to that of the Germans and the Russians - Schopenhauer and
Nietzsche among the Germans. Tolstoy and Dostoevsky in Russia ,
to namea few , but it seems safe to say that insofar as the
nostal딩 ic longing had created an awareness of the unsatisfactory
디 ualities of modern ·life in such men as Baudelaire , Gide~
and Wilde , then the decadent response was a serious part of
the syndrome of cultural despair. 53
Nostalgic longing wasa factor also in therevivification
。 f political conservatism. The term "revivification" should
not be misconstrued. Conservatism was never really moribund.
But the 갯 iscrepancy between remembered or imagined past and
the rea 1 i t Y t hat was pro j e c ted by. what a ppea red to bet he
excessesof the new barbarism , cafalyzed in some Europeans a
longing for the old order. 54 Conservatives , therefore , had
to devise new schemes tosurmount modernity and this was the
substance of the revivification: whereas prior to the rise
。 f bourgeois society , the conservative had to provide rationale
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53friedrich Nietzsche , Joyful 꾀 isdom (New York: Frederick
Ungar Publishing Company , 1964) and Fyodor Dostoyevsky ,
The Br。 thers Karamaz。 v (New York: Dell Pub1i~hing Company ,
Inc. , 19 56 ); s-e e t hε famous "G rand Inq ui 5 i tor ll sect ion. A
good discussion of both is available in the above mentioned
Drama of Atheist Humanism.
54 As a matter of co~rse ， the remembered ~r tmagined
past bore no relation to the reality of the past. The 열샌，
for instance was an artificial creation of the German
u 1t r a ri 9 h t , its c.l'!lteca:l e n t s be i ng. rea 11Y• 펴 iverse andec1ectic
traditions.
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destroy it. This shift in emphasis engendered a lull in
political conservatism 씨 hich lasted from Hegel rou딩 hly t 。
Bismarck.
In political conservatism especially , did cultural
despair cut across class lines , for it was in the r~alm of
polemic that those whose p6sitions had been destroyed or
were mostseriously threatened by modern institutions t could
best attack the bourgeoisie. Horeover , in the nation-state
of the late nineteenth century and in the period between
the wars (when , H. Stuart Hu 잉 hes observed , a curious generation ,
in France particularly , more susceptible to conservatfsmthan
its fathers appeared 55 ) men of all classes ν，Je re con ce rne d
with tw o--- phenomena which afflicted them to the de 링 ree that
they developed into full-fledged paranoias. The first fear
was of the urban mob and its alliance with capital or the power
elite. This fear was , of course , realized' in Germany in the
gangs of the late Weimar and early Nazi period.SG Here were
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unruly mobs didnot elicit a phobic reaction from many
intellectuals in Germany , it was because they , aswell as
most other respectablelGermans , were locked into the same
55Hughes , Consci·ousness , 341.
S6 See Arendt , Tota 1i ta r ianism , All an Bu 110 ck , Hitler , a
~_~_u.d~_ J ..n__T,--Y_ ran ny (Ne씨 York: Bantam Books , 1961) , Marshall
Dil.l , Jr. , Germany. ,- .8 Hode rn Hi s tory (Ann Arbor: . University
of 에 ichigan Press , 19~， to name a few.
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Onmalleable.s 。mobthemadε씨 hichfrustrationsandfc a rs
thatdiscoveredhashistorian。 nethanmorεhand.othe rthe
matchedthanmorebeenusuallyhaveviolencemob。 fincidents
thiscase ,anyInreaction. 57whitethe。 fexcessestheby
bour잉 eois。 nattackthefo rresponsiblepartInwasfea r
ofworkstheInthemepersistenta"'laswhichdemocracy
Barres.and헤 aurras1 i keconservatives
afte rimportantbecamewhich。 neν~asf 녕 arsecondThe
socialSpanishthebyexpressedbest"'I asI t~/ a rHorld
th a tfe 1t。 the rsandHeGasset.yJose Ortegacommentator ’
continentalInforceapervasiveso써 asindustria1izatfon
traditional。 fsubmersiontotalthet 。lead씨。 uldi tthat1i f e t
thebyprinciples ,intellectualande t h i cal ，~. est he tic ,
sCience ,I 5 ,thatsocietγ ，industrial。 fpreoccupations
Theeconomics.market。 fexigenciestheandtechnology ,
byofthoughtuniversallyratherwasmetamorphosisawai ted
theasV I ew ,。 fpointtheir。 ndependingintellectuals ,
T。life. 58EuropeanofSovietization。 rAmericanization
complete
special ization. ,, 60
t 。massesthe。 faccessionlithemeant
power. 1I 59
i tOrtega
。 F
57s ee George Rude , Revolutionary Europe (Cleveland:
Meridian Books , 1964) , and Jeffry Kapl 。싸， e d. , 꾀 ew Pers_pecti v_es
in the French Revolution (New York: John Wiley and Sons ,
Inc. , 19 oS) t \;J a ex c흐 l1ent studies on this dimension.
barbarismlithemeantt tsocial
F. Reardon , History
Portland , Oregon.
class notes fromDr. M.
Par t 1an d Stat e Co 11e 9 e ,
58 From
Department ,
( Neνl서 assesthe。 f
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Morton and Company ,
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107-114.
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intellectual ’lines ,classall。 f。 bliterationther:leantI t
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menaspo lit i ca 1 ,~ocial ，
traitsinglea
anti-centuriestltJe n tie t hea r 1yandnineteenthlatetheIn
formedwhichneurosestheall。 fsynthesisawassemitlsm
hasArendtHannahAsdespai r.cultural。 fsyndromethe
fo ridealstheembodiedνlaspe r I adthe。 fJe \o'lthei ns h O\-/n ,
andurbanwasJewThe62stood.societybourgeois써 hlch
professionsservicebourgeoistheentertotendingutilitarian ,
commerce.andjournalism ,SCience ,medicine ,law ,as~uch
heth a tInstate ,bourgeoistheofcreationtheνlasJewThe
nine teenththeduringauspicesitsunde r1a \o'/byemancipated‘1as
fewanotInit;t 。all e g ian ce。wedhetha ts 。century ,
di rect1yworkingbystatetheperpetuatet 。helpedheInstances
itsdoing。 r。 fficer)armyanDreyfus ,we 11 -be i ngitsfor
importantmostBismarck1sB1eichroeder ’biddingexpress
creationthewasheasInasmuchFinally ,financier.)war
thingsparadoxicaltw。wasJewthestate ,bourgeoisthe。 f
VJasheethos;classmiddlethe。 fhearttheatwere꺼hlch
n 。emancipation ,his。 fte rmstheby。 rlglns ，declassε (his
sinceclass ,middlethoroughlywasheandmattered) ,longer
hand ,。 netheonprofession ’bourge~isai nusuallywashe
because ,advancement ,socialofincapablewas。 the rthe。 nand
Je씨.as t i 11It/a sheeve r y t h i ng ,。 fspiteIn
1-4.Chs.See
19-27.
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anti-semitismEurope.eastern。 f1an dsbackwardthen
int 。씨ellun tilsuperstitionmedievalbasicallyarema i ned
murderousat 。whippedbecouldPeasantscentury.presentthe
andmurdersritualJeν'J ish。 ftalesagitator'sanbyfrenzy
。 nlywasI tfact.Inbasisn 。hadwhichrites.blood。 ther
1i f e。 fVJaysru ra 1theRussia.andPo 1an d。 fmostInnatural.
society.fromcut--offseparated.remainedJewsandpersisted.
hadtheyasmuchfactor.unknowneni gma tic.an\AJe reThere
sectionsindustrialwesternthenbefore.centuriesforbeen
anti-newthe。 fvictimthewasJewthehoy/eve r.Europe.。 f
industrial。 farchsymbolhatedthebecameand
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semitism
AtendtHannahthatstated\tla si tstudy.thisInEarl ier
historicalpurelyi nnot.could。 nethatconcludedcorrectlyhad
politicalsocial.Europe an。 fdevelopmentthecomprehendterms.
This.discussed.haveweperiodtheInhistoryintellectualand
ledweremenmanytimethatI nbecausetruewassa i d.she
time.the.firstfo rmake.to1 i f emodern。 feXigenciestheby
。 the r싸 iseand1a r 링 etheandanguishp r i va tebetweenconnectiona
hugeacreatingworld.thefilledwhicheventsimpersonal
decadεnce.longing.Nostalgiccontext. 64p regnan tand
631t should be noied thatmost such anti-semitism
。 riginated with conservative critics. Radical crltics of
society did not tend t 。‘ be anti-semitic because. usually.
they were egalitarian. and. usually. they were Jews. Arendt}
however. includes a section on leftist anti-semitism. 42-50.
l률g률훌훌
racist.Fren chthe64Shewas thinking specifically of
Gobineau; Arendt. Totalitarianism. 175 •
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anti-semitism , and thus , cultural despair were created from
this context. Freud and his colleaguεs saw them as evidence
that life had come to a pass at which the state of culture
and society were constants in the diagnosis of the health of
the psyche. Inner experience had now been given historical
s t 9 n i f i can ce or , to use Ha nn a h Arend tis Ph r a s e'• ’'one I S
“ ,65O써 n self had become the battlefield of history.
In the four studies that follow , these considerations
써 ill be seen toformthe context from which the studies
proceed. Each study , represents an effort to show the
pervasiveness of cultural despair in four vital traditions
。 f European thought of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries:
the rev 0 1uti 0 na r y , the lit era ry , the Ch r i s t ian , and the
existentialist. These Bre fourtraditions of many , but they ,
particularly , have been hospitable to the kinds of men wh 。
have given substance to the phenomenon of cultural despair.
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CHAPTER IV
PIERRE-JOSEPHPROUDHO 애: THE REVOLUTIONARY
THE CRITIQUE OF BOURGEOIS ECONOMICS
Pierre-Joseph
bourgeois
Hippo 1yte 15 ,
a
city
Doubs.
。wners. 66
February
Charles
。 1 d
land
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。 n
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Battant ,
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France
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runs
curve:
gave
there ,
Raymond ,
petit
born
Besancon
j
u-shaped
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a
mountains ,
was
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Jura
the re.
and
the
there
craftsmen
Proudhon
by
。 f
cradled
Muiron ,
place ,
I S
feet
Just
the
populated
At
certain
Besan 10n
aAt
1809 ,
Fourier ,
5 ub u rb
of
wereHe was the son 。 f peasants 'tlh 。 gradually being absorbed
thei nt 。 urban middle class; his father had been before
a wouldPterre-Joseph1s bi rth , bar re 1 maker , be later an
i nnkeepe r and brewer.
IIright l'The Proudhon f am i 1y had s p 1 i t i n t 。 and "left'l
as middlefa c ti on s , its members settled int。 class society.
The rightist Proudhons were made up 。 f professional people ,
Jean-Franyois-Victor was a professor 。 f law at Di jon ,
branch ,
Baptiste ,
consistedthe lothe r
The
peasants ,。 f
Do ub s.thefa r
hand ,
Directorythe。 f
。n
membera
leftist
h( 66see G라꺼9 e \oj 0a dco c k , Pie r 대 -J0 s e ph Pro udh0 n , a B i ogr_Cl
lon don: Ro utl edge & K. PauT~--rq5o~n d Hen r i . dε Lubac ,
The _~_n- ~1 a n< ian Soc i ali s_t; a Stu dy. 0 f Pro udh0n (New York:
Ward and Sheed , 19 셔 0) , for camp re hen s i-ve bi 。딩 raphical treatment.
Thetreatment of Proudhon1s life presented ·above is based ,
substantially , on material from these two sources.
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r,
craftsmen. urban petit bourgeois. Thisgroup tended toward
reb ell i on an d 0 b s t in a cy • Ne 1chi 0 r , Pie r r e -J os e phi5 co Usin ,
had , in 1789. abandoned th~ cloth to lead the Revolution in
Besanf。 r1 ， and was impris。ned dUring the Terr。 r. He 1ater
went so far as to become a Freemason. The Proudhons of the
left seem uniformly:t~ have suffered from a spectacular lack
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Papal curse. Pierre-Joseph's father was a good example. Due
toa second sense for the wrong decision , Claude-Fran~ois
always kept his family in financial peril. The elder
Proudhon's business canonswerehonesty , integrity , and a fair
price. and he adhered to them ri 딩 idly. Admirable though
these standards were , however , they seem only to have
contributed tohis ι。mmercial ineptitude.
Pierre-Joseph's mother was Catherine Simonin , a simple
peasant woman. who nonetheless educated him in his earliest
childhood. Proudbonadmired his mother. and said , throughout
his 1 i f e. t hat he owed all hew a s to her. She , 1 ike her
husband , camefrom a radical background. Her father , known
as IITournesi ,lI had been something of alocal agitator ,
decrying rentiers , taxfarmers , 'and the crown. Tournesi
died after slipping onan icy road in the winter. He had
been on hls way to spr~ad revolt among his neighbors. It
was 1789.
The politica.l and economic dislocation visited upon
Fra n cea s are suI to f the Na po 1eon Ic wars forced Pr 0 ud h0 n ' s
family into a brief but arduous soJournon Tournesl's farm
.....'\~혀윈__ 0
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ncar Burgille. His father1s simple honesty in business
’ latters had reduced the family to these desperate straits.
On the farm , simple honesty produced barely enough for the
family to subsist on.
In 1820 , Pierre-Joseph 씨。 n a scholarship which allowed
him to a~tend the Royal College at Besan~on•. Not so much
J
brilliant as dogged , he won the class prize every ye 딩 r.
struggling at his lessons 씨 ithout books •. Early on , he became
jaded by and unMappy with his parochial education. In 1825.
(during the period of the Bourbon Restoration~ then already
e1even years 。 Id ，i a mission was preached at Besang。 n ， the
pietistic exhortations of 써 hich thoroughly repulsed the
six tee n-ye a r - old Pro udh0 n • That νlas a turning point. it
seems. He never really returned to the chur~h ， if indeed ,
he had ever really committed himself to it. 67
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loaded with honors to disε。 ver the farm had been lost in a
lawsuit. He managed onemore year in college and~ then , in
the autumn of 1827 started 씨。 rk as a printer and proofreader ,
in the employ of the firm of Gauthier. From this point ,
to all intents and purposes. he was launch~d on his career.
Hegelobserved that great events and persona딩 es repeat
themselves in history. In discussing France during the crucial
years of the mid-nineteenth century , Marx refined the idea:
67 Prou dhon abandoned the church , but assuredly kept
his faith. after his fashion. Lubac's Un-헤 arxian Socialist
deals with this problem.
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they occur , he said , lithe first time as tra'gedy , the second
time as far ce .1168 An d , ins pit e of the subs tan ti a 1 ri die u 1e
he hadmeant to heap on his subject , he was mainlycorrect.
I n 18 30 , the 1as t re mnan t 0 f the ancien rεgime had 9 i ve n ItJa y
towhat \'J a s t 0 bee0 mea new t y ran ny , the J u 1y m0 narc hy 0 f
Louis Philippe , the"ci tizen-kin딩， II and his chief minister ,
Guizot. In 1831 , there were never more than 250 ,OOOqualified
voters in all of France , outof a population of 9 ,000 ,000
a d u 1 t mal e S l 0 n1γ those whd paida dir~ct~x of 200 francs
。 r m0 r e 'c 0 u 1d v 0 t e • 69 II Get rich; th e n you can v0 t e ,II S aid
Guizotcrassly , as the clamor for election reform grew.- This
new tyrannywas , then , a caricature of the old; capital
counted τn s tea d of t i tl e; S hop ke e pe rs now r u led , i n Lou i s
Blane 1 swords , a nation of 써 arriors. In anotherJuly , this of
1848 , the poet Lamartine ~romised that the new tyranny would
fall , not in its own blood as had the old in 178~ ， but in
its own trap; promised that the revo luti onof 1 tbe rty 씨。 uld
become the revolutionof contempt. 10 Ultimately , when the
revolution foundered , it was rescued by a Bonaparte , not a
greathero , as had been the fortuneof 1800 , but , in Bismarck's
words , lI a great , unrecognized incapacity. 1I This Bonaparte~
was Louis , the supreme bourgeois romantic for the supreme
68Karl Marx , T_he Eighteenth Bruma ire of Loui s Bonaparte
(New York: International Publishers , 1963) , 15.
69 P r i s c 1 11 a Robertson , Revolutions of 1848 (New York:
Harper Torchbooks , 1960) , 15:
70I bid. , 11. Miss Robertson's source is Daniel Stern ,
Histoire de 1a revolution de 1848 , 1 , 2nd edt (Paris) , 21.
-ι.iJIII"
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classicist , the nephew for the uncle.
Actually , as Priscilla Robertson has pointed out. prior
to 1848 t France appearedto be the home of liberty , compared
to the rest of Europe.71 Freedom of the press was taken for
granted.criticism of the regime was frequent and ~ften
scurrilous. trial by jury was well established , and government
was entirely by law. 72 Among the working classes , the most
。bviaus concern was for electoral reform , and this they pressed
vehemently. TheRefarm ·Bill of 1832 had given wider
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no reason tobe denied , simply because they lacked property.
Proudhon , stimulated by the tone of the times , was a
well-known figure of this era. in France , having already
established himself with Hha tis Property? and other minor
p i ec e s • After the 18th Br um aire , hew as even 0 c cas ion ally
invited to , dine \'·lith the Emperor himself. TheBaron D'Ambres ,
an intimate of Napoleon ttl , noted in his memoirs that Proudhon
wasalw~ys brought in to spice the evenin딩 up - Napoleon
,, 73took a "psychological interest in his comedy.H/;;} For these
occasions , healways appeared in aclean collar , while , the
Sa ron noted • fa rot her le s s imp 0 r t an t soc i a 1 events , he
usually affe ε t e d a pe a fj a c ke t , a b r 。 a d b r i mme d ha t , ” c 。 a r s e
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cloth , ll and a-.walking stick ,_ which he leaned on
fashion of B~lzac.74
after the
37
Though his social criticism 씨 as often savage , Proudhon
was neither so radical as he liked to think nor as his enemies
feared. He was fir mI y ) rooted in the traditions of French
radical political and economic theory.75 The spiritwhich
was in him , had a I 5 a bee n i nhe ri ted , i n h i sow n tim e , by
Fa나rier ， St. S.imon , Comte , and Blanc. LikeFourier , he
distrusted cent.ralized power in any farm. 76 Like Blanc , he
distrusted laissez faire , which h~ thought endangered the
social order and delayed gε。 nomic progress. Like St. Simon ,
he put his f~ith in the ideaofassociations of menliving
together in h~rmony and economic and social justice.
In his best kn 。씨 n wo rk , What is Property? he 씨ent t 。
what he felt was the root of theinequities of modern society ,
and in attacking private property he was essentially n 。
d iffe rent from h is pre dec e s s 0 r s • 0n I y more clever. lip rope r t y ,II
74lbid.
"75 1t is instructive tonote thata modern critic of the
Frenchleft , best known forhis cynical appraisals , has
charged that IltheFrenchleft. • • combines complete self-
s uf f i c i en cyin a I I the 0 ret i cal mat t e rs wit han i n fin i t e
ignorance of economics. • •• The result is thinking in
termsof slogans , and the use of suchsimple and absolute
categories as 'masters ~nd slaves , ’ 'rich and poor , ’ ·oppressors
a ndo pp re 5 sed. ' II He r be r t Lue thy , France Agai~st Herself
( New Yo r k : Me rid ian Boo ks , 1957) , 다 μ1. Thrs allegation has
also b~en made with reference to the entireFrench radical
tradition , including Proudhon.
76 Frank Manuel. reports- that , whi le a -young printer in Lyons. ,
Proudhon set up in type Fourier's Theorie: desquatre mouv~me~ts
et des desti.nees generales. I n the Pro pne t 5 0 f~-P~a--rrs nrew
Yo rk: Ha rper To rchbooks ,' 1962) , 199.
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shibboleth ’radicalabecamewhichph rasea1 nproudhon ’S .1 i d
politicaltheattackingessence ,In씨 as ，heI-I e re »robbery."’ lis
propertyofconceptTheRepublic.Secondthe。 f~tandards
decidet 。rightlegal;t bei tpossessedwhomlnt 。Jssigned
anwasthisProudhon ,T 。not.didwh 。another。 ffuturethe
1789 •Inaffirmedrig ht s »politicalina 1 i en ab 1e。 fabridgement
rights.naturalman ’ sastole
BeingRousseau. 77with1 i neInsquarely'tJa sProudhonHe re
mostsinceaccomplishment9 rea tn 。i sRousseauwith1 i n ein
claimprobablycouldsinceandbeforethinkerssocialwestern
derivedRousseauinstance ,thisI nbutdistinction ’samethe
。 ftradifionlawnaturalthe。 fgroundso 1 i dmorethefrom
also. 78i tt 。Proudhon1 inksthuswhichEuropean thought ,
th uspropertybyEnfranchisement
alsoi tProudhonfo rman ,ofrightstheaffirmedhad1789I f
whichbehaviorclassmiddle。 fcate딩。 riesth reeestablished
economicandsocial。 fmethodsfairestthe。 fantitheses
These
νIe re
behavior. were ,
(-1) S0 ve rei 9 n t y 0 f the hu man will; ins h 0 r t ,
despotism. (2) Inequality of νleal th and rank.
(3) Property - above JUSTICE , always invoked as
the guardianan딩 els of sovereigns , nobles , and
77s ee A. Noland , "Proudhon
t!Jstory of Ideas , 2 8 , ( Jan ua ry ,
t r e at men-t (, f -t his con ne c t ion.
78|t w。 U1d n 。 t befdifficU1t t 。 insert , at this p 。 int ， a
quotation from The Social Contract 。 f Rousseau (Chicago: Henry
Regnery Company-， --195 셔>， buf it mi 료ht be intellectually dishonest.
Where any supportive statement one might find in this book is
not contradicted earlier or later on , it is probably vague and
really inconclusive. See , however , pp. 27-}2 of the Social
Contract , N0 1and I s above mentioned art i cl e , and Fred e f-rC i<.
Cop p-res-f0n ISS tan dar d sur ve y I\J!i_~~ofl__0_f_Y_~~Q~o--，-oJ1 . VI ,
(G a r den Cit y , New Y0 r k : Imag e So oks ,-- 1 딩 64) ,- 75- 121 , for a
a brief synopsis of Rousseau's ideas.
theand Rousseau ,lI J 0 urn a 1 of
1967) , 33-54for a fuller
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Proudhon capitalized all the letters of justice because
he believed itto be the ultimate test of the validity of all
human institutions and ideas. In v(hat is Prope ctyJ_ he asked ,
His the authority ofman over man just1" 80 "ls political
and c i vi line qua lit y jus t 1" 8 1 "I s p ro per t y jus t ? II 82 I n a
letter to the perennial revdlutionary , August Blanqui , he
answered himself: limen equal in the dignity of their persons
and equal before the la씨’ shou 1d be equa 1 in the i r condi t ions ."8 3
It is clear that , to Pro udh0 n , the only Jus ticel i es in total
e qua 1 i t Y, and that p rope r t y i 5 the greatest sin 9 1e 0 b 5 t a c 1e
to Justice and equality. Justice. moreover , is a "simple
~
abstraction , an idea , a connection [노IL rapP9 rt] considered
1184con cu r rent wi th the gene ra 1 1a싸 s of nature and· the spi ri t. 1I
Equality is also of the nat~ral order , it must be , otherwise ,
Ilo f what significance is Justice?" 8S
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Here Proudhon turns to anarchism. Once property is
abolished , equality in justice will replace the artificial
social , political. and economic divisions of middle class
society that property had created. All traditional forms
are suspended , but at thecore remains the old utopian theme
。 f association , not to say a definiteflavoring of Enlightenment
。ptimism and relianceon reason.
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It was noted at the outset. that early in life , Proudhon
had strayed from thechurch. What we neglected to say was
that like Kierkegaard ,87 he clun딘 tenaciously tohis own
special fa~th. ForGod , not man , was the ultimate guarantor
of reason , of the associative tendency in man , of equality
an d j us tice • As i nth e s eve ntee nth .c e n t u r y phi 1os 0 phers
(s uchas Vic 0 ,) God ( 0 r Pr ov ide n ce ) un i fie d his tory and
ex i s te nce • I n Syst용 me des contradictions (ph itos ophL~_ ..d~e .. l.~
mis 늘 re) Proudhon attacked Christendom - the church , its
faithful. theol 。딩 ian s. /theo 1ogy -which had become the
preserve of the bourgeosie , but had only the ν1armest praise
for God. God was not lithe sovereign arbiter of the universe ,
86 Proudhon , p_r_o_p_~ r.ty,7, 27 8 •
87 0 f whom Proudhon never had the slightest knowledge~
’
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a。 fcreatures.hist 。irresponsibleandinfall ibleKingg ’iC
imstead.~'" as.God· ’lman;byun de rs toodbecanthat" c· r t
‘vJ I se.infinitelypervasive.immutable.being.eternal“ tbc
free. IIBSrInfinitely
νiJ e restateandp rope rty。 fnormsIe 딩 a 1。 1 dtheOnce
bet 。have\A/oulddevicescertainthatsawProu 다 honabolished ,
reason ,God ,system;newtheperpetuateands ta rtt 。created
thecreatedthe re fo reHenot \II i t hs tan din 9 •associationand
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would.wh i chbank. IIIIpeoplelsabank ,nationalhugea。 fidea
aandtaxespropertybyi n i ti a I 1Yfundedbeironically ,
。 fficials. 89government。 fsalariesthe。 ntaxevc‘seFl디i。F-”F
。 fcom pet i ti 0 nthef a I 1 •totendencyahasinterestSince
t 。i tdrivewouldgra tis ,moneylendingbank ,peop Ie I sthe
thenwouldprofitsandRentszero.ratenormaltrueits
wouldeveryoneprofit ,andinterest싸 ithoutcease;inevitably
normremaining。 nlyTheequality.。 fte rms。 nassociatedbe
wou 1dmenwhichi ncontract ,thebewoul dsociety。 1 dthe。 f
corresponding。 fbondssacredtheby。 the reacht 。boundbe
。 bligations.andrights
society.bourgeoisdestroyt 。eagern:essh i 응InProudhon ,
alone.institutionexistinganyleavet 。contrivenotcould
。 f。 ne””marriage.criticizet 。neces~aryi tfoundevenHe
hequestions ,cont rove rs i a 1lessn 。but。 bscure ，morehis
con _tr_a_d_Lc_tJ 9J1_S_ ,des88 e-Joseph Proudhon. S'ys t 농 me
(Paris: ErnestFlammarion , l897} , 366.
1O.ch.Syst~me ’and5ch.Property?89S ee
‘.-r
쉬 2
v
( .
asked , I ’\AJhat is marria o. e? 1I 90 He answered himself with another}
bar ra 9 e 0 f rh e tor i c a I que s t ion s : II \.J hat i s the rei nth a tun ion
that people distln연 uish fromthe amorous union? The church ,
which claims the right ~f consecration f admits that it does
no t know yet. 119 1 The he art 0 f the pro b I em , i n an y cas e , was
the soc i a I uti lit y of mar ria 딩 e. II~Jhat place does it have in
society or commerce?"9 2 Finally , the denouement: "our
moralists , who preachthe domestic virtues , have forgotten
to ~efine thesethin딛 s → for us. 1193 This , like man y 0 f Pro ud h 0 n ' s
questions , was a legitimate province of exploration , but his
an s we r s h a r d 1y 5 era t c he d the sur f.a c e • More 0 ve r , i nth i s
instance , the element of poignancy was missin잉. Proudhon ,
un like 홉ierkegaard and Nietzsche , who also discussed this
issue , was not onlymarried , but was devotedto hiswife and
chi ldren.
Proudhon's attack on m~dern lifewas energetic and
appea 1 i n9 'to young rad i ca 1s. He seems to have drawn many 0 f
the for e mos tmi n ds 0 fEu r 0 petn totheweb 0 f his r he tor ie, an d
they" for their part , were often enmeshed in it forever.
Even the incisive 에 arx ， bourgeois society's most impressive
c r i t ic , was , f or a time , dr awn to P ro udho n.
The epIsode began when 써 a rx , in thee a r 1y stage of his
9 0 p roudhon , .De 'la JU's't ice , 1 , 35.
91lbid.
92lbid.
93Ibid. He meant here , thefamily and parenthood , as
well as marriage.
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career in Cologne. read and appreciated 써 hat is Property?
As Sir IsaiahBerlin , one of his mostastute biographers has
written , anything thatcarried' a revolutionaryspark appealed
to the young Marx , in those days.9 4 씨 hen he arrived in
Paris , in 1844 , he established a friendship 씨 ith Proudhon ,
an din Die He iJ Ige , _fa l11.iJJ묻, his attack on the Bauer brothers j
made a S t i r r i n 9 t h 1 r t y - f ou r page de fen s eo f Pro udh 0 n against
Bruno Bauer. 95 In 1845 , at the behest of theParis police ,
Marx 1eft for Br us se 1s • I n 1846 , fer ve n t 1y hop in g to keep
thelines of communication amongSocialists open , he , Engels
and some fe씨 。 f th~irGerman colleagues , set up the Committee
。 f Communist ， Correspondξnee. Marx desired thatProudhon be
i t sP a ri 5 rep res en tat i ve , and wrote him a letter to that
e ffe ct. As 싸。 lfereports ， Proudhon was anxious for an cpen
discussion , but put offby a scurrilous postscript in the
letter , attacking Karl Gruen , as 0 c i aJ i s t journal i s t , wh 。
was teaching Proudhon German. 96 Proudhon ignored Marx ’ s
warning about Gruen , and about the Committee of Correspondence
wrote:
Let us seektogether , if youwlsh , the laws of
Society. themanner in 싸h. i c h the s e laws are
9 4Berlin , 뿔쯤.' 11 2 •
95See Bertram D. 파。 1 fe ~ci 에 a때 sm (UnitedStates: Delta
Boo k s , 1967). 2 58 : Ho 1fe ' s ' ace 0 unt 0 f the par tic u 1a r I 5 0 f
Proudhon'sand Marx's relationship is much more satisfactory
than Berlin's.
96I bid. , 260; This version contradicts accounts appearing
elsewhere νi~ich convey the impression that Marx asked Proudhon
to 'collaborate , with him in the sameway as Engels. yJolfe's
version , I think , is mor~ acceptable.
l냐’h셔
realized , the process by which we shall succeed
in discoverin낌 them. But for God ’ 5 sake , after
having demolished all the 효.priori dogmatisms , do
not let us in our turn dream of indoctrinating
the people.
// I a pp 1a ud wit h νal1my heart your thou탕 h ，t
γ 。 f b r in 딩 ing to 1i 잉 ht all opinions; let us carry
。 n a good and loyal polemic; let us give the
world anexample of a learned and far-sighted
tolerance. But let us not , because we are at
the head of a movement , make ourselves the
leaders of a new intolerance. • •• Let us
gather togetherand encoura딩 e all protests ,
let us condemn all exclusiveness ••••
On t his con d i t i on I wi 11 9 1a dl y enter
association. Otherwise - no!97
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out.wornhadpatienceMarx'snowBy
intellectualhist 。mι”le ct u re。 radvice ,hisι Ignore
hisfa rsubmittedProudhonwhenSo ,responsibilities~
。pportunitythetook에 arxPoverty ,。 fP_h iJ as 0 p hyThec r it i·c ism
itsan dbooktheravagesarcasticallyandsystematicallyt 。
Ph i lo_sop_hy ,。 fPove rt..x.Theentitledre to r taInauthor ,
als 。Marxasnot ,butforever ,relationshiptheirending
InFrance.i ninfluenceandcareerProudhon ’ sintended ,
thet 。。 ve rltJ he 1min 9 1yelectedwasProudhon18 셔 8 ,。 fJune
book ,hiswhenNext ,revolution.the。 fAssemblyConstituent
hadNapoleonLouiswhicht 。prisontheInwh i 1ewritten
soldi tmarketthe。 nappearedsedition ,form
’nconsigned
In te r-Firs tthe씨 henAnd ,months.SIXI neditionsSIX。 ut
muchν~asP roudhonthatdiscoveredMa rxformed ,wasnational
98
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Marx , however , had more than p~rsonal differences with
Proudhon. As both Berlin and Wolfe point out , Proudhon was
v
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anyone νlas). Actually , the real problem was the lack of s imi-
larity between the German and French intellectual traditions.
Marx discovered his contempt for Proudhon was based on his
lack of understanding of the dialectic and of Hegel. 99
Proudhon I s 에 e_geJe i. imparted to himmostly by Gruen , was
rudimentary , to say the least. It can beargued that Hegelts
idea of God , νJhen turned over made Marx incapable of appreciating
anything resembling a God~reliant system , so that Proudhon ’ s
use of the dialectic appeared to him both irrelevant and
incomplε1: e. 100
Marx had gotten , from Hegel , the concept of the Cunning
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that the Welt딩 eist traverses through history , would be rationally
fulfilled by calling into play irrational forces , namely
human nature and passions~lOl The Cunnin딩 。 f Reason is , thus ,
g90nt~e ~ther hand j Proudhon at leasttried to .understand
German philosophy. Most French intellectuals ignored it t 。
the point that Jean-Paul Sartre could write of his student
days , a hundred years after Hegel , that lithe horror of the
d i ale.c tic was 5 U ch that He gel was un known t 0 us. II Search
for a Method (New York~ 1963).
100 See , par tic u1 a r 1y. Ber lin ’ s discussion of the intellectual
differences between the t씨。， and R. C. Tucker , liThe Cunning
。 f Reason in Hegel and Marx. ’l Reviewof Pol itics , XVI I I ,
(July 1956) , 269-295.
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”、닝Ho r 1dthe。 fwi 1 、 l·substantialthei μ rve
beenHegel.fa rhad.\\l h i chfor C.:...~ ,thishands.!\arx ’ s--‘
GreattheAlexanderbynastery
~·、￡lquesttheas
., ιnifcsted
capitalistthebymasteryfo rquestthebecameCaesar ,J ul iusand
bourgeois。 fdestructionthet 。le 긍 ζeventuallywould'l'Jh I ch
dialectic. 103Marx·s。 f't': ndtheat\'J aswhichsociety ,
appreciatet 。failedhadUtopians.thξ1 ikeProudhon.Now
washis toryI nactiondialecticalthatfeltHefactor.this
fundamentallyaInconditionssocial。 fameli 0 rat i onthe
context. l04ethicalandm~ra 1unchangin 딩andunchanged
andeconomics。 fseparationthe。 fideatherej ectedHe
MarxcausedhadReason。 fCunningthepa rt.Inwhich ,ethics
。 the reacht 。relevancen 。hadtheythatbel ieftheIndo ,to
Proudhon ,history.human。 fmetamorphosisSOClo-economlCthei n
I nalleviated.bet 。e v i 1 •moralaas。nlypovertySa 'llthen ,
position ,thisridiculedNarxPhilosophy.。 fPovertyThe
。 nlypovertyi nsee"TheyUtopians.thewithProudhonlumping
subversiverevolutionarythetherein
nIneeξ닐withoutpove r ty ,
said. lOSheso C ie ty ,'I。 1 dthe。 verturnwi 11wh ichside
ProudhonwhomwithrevolutionaryandcriticsocialAnother
happieraltogetheranhadhe\'J homV1 i thandcontact.Incame
f
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relationship , was the anarchist , Michael Bakunin. As the
106British historian , E. H. Carr lvv points out. there was a
certain reciprocity here. Bakunin , according to Carr ,
originally introduced Pro udh0 n to Hegel , and instilled in
him the adherence to his credo , I'the passion for destruction
Is a creative passion ," which Proudhon used to set the
tone of The ..~h~Il_osophy 0 f P~overty; ” Dgstrua쁘 ξL Aedificab안 'I
read the work's epigram. I07 Carr believes that , for his part.
Proudhon , "more than any man was responsible for
transforming Bakunin'sinstinctive revolt against authority
into a regular anarchistic creed." 1GB
Together with many of his antecedents , many of his
contemporarIes , and. not a few of his successors in nineteenth
century European thought , Proudhon succeeded in creatin잉 an
attitude of ambivalence t 。씨ard the function of most of the
traditional socio-economic institutions of western society.
That is to say , in attempting to create comprehensive
critiques ~f middle class society , thesemen built int。
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promiscuity (which ought to be recognized as a hallmark of
the entire century'sintellectual accomplishment.but especially
。 f romanticism) that all 。νJed later students to plundertheir
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r e ca I I. for ins tan c e , Len i n I sun s c ru p u.l 0 U sus e of Ma r x • s
words ·against his enemi~s.109 or the Nazis' use of Hegel and
Nietzsche to give intellectual credence to their claims , t 。
grasp the meaning here.
In Proudhon ’ s case , Jean Juares. the great French
soc i a lis t , is able to place him squarely in them a i nst rea m of
French socialist history , IIO 씨 hi 1e J. Salwyn Schapi ro , an
American scholar νlho hasdone much 씨。 rk in the history of
Western political traditions, can , with no special pleading ,
call Proudhon a "harbinger of Fascism." 111 In discussing
P roudhon l s connect i onw i th the theory of modern liberalism ,
one scholar has said t.hat Proudhon was acuteenough to draw
from the upheavals of his times the conclusion that his
tho ug ht mus tat t a c k the f un damen tal ass ump t ion s 0 f n i net e e nth
k
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century , optimism. and faith in the natural harmonyof
in te res t s. I 12 Pr 0 u d h0 n bel i eve d t hat soc i a I ant i nom i e s-
10 95ee 싸。 1 fe , 삐 a rx i sm. for many interestinginciderits
of this sort.
110Jean Juares , ed. , Histoire socialiste , VI I-VII I ,
(Paris: Jules Rouff and Company , 7) , 셔 33-4 셔 2.
I 1 1See·thearticle of that title whichappears in the
American Historical Review , 50 , (July , 1945) , 714~737.
112 Fre deri ck 에 •. \‘latkins , "Proudhon and the Theory of
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creatingncreated.bet 。had。 ppositesofunitingthe
areconflictsocialfor。pportunitiesantinomies ,!)ocial
reasonhumanbelieved ,heso ,doingInbutcreated ,,1 I s 。
discovert 。groupsandindividualsinterdependentlienable“ ould
pointTheaction." 1l3commonforbasesacceptablemutually
emer연 ewouldjusticesocial)(readrationalthatISthisof
。 fmeans。 nlythewas(justice)i tthatdiscoveredmenas
。 pinion.critic'sthisndiscrepancies.socialameliorating
andthoughtliberalmodern。 fpr inc i p1eimportantani sth t s
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“‘Lat-its。 f。 neastherefore,stands ,Proudhon
Proudhon , 115Infindt 。ableI Shand ,。 therthe。 nSchapiro ,
anti-P 리 rticularlytendencies ,Fa sci s toftracesstrong
wereJewsthethateffectto theremarksmadesemitism~(he
the에 egr。thedeclarede·n
’
’
-l
‘racialismandcountry)theruining
AmericantheI nsouththedefendedand9 ro up •raciallowest
씨 entProudhonthatnotesSchapir。fact.I nr).116c i vi 1
Paix. ll7LaetGue r reLai nwar ,glorifyt 。asfa rs 。
findsSchapir。 。 n ;laterfor딩。 ttennotwerenotesthesethat
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Modern Liberalism ,lI Canadian Journal of Economics
~i~Jl ce_ ， X I I I. (Februa ry to Novembe r •.1947) , μ32.
me that. as noted earlier in this essay , Proudhon
11ttle of that optimIsm himself.
434.11 3 냄냄.:，.，
does not have
LaGuerre
435.
11 5 In sources to which the present paper
access , notably R 녕 sum닝 d_e Iaquest ion soc i a 1"e t
etJ.a p.a i xt .and Pro ud h0 n ’ s letters.
116Schapiro ,
11 4 냄파4’
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。 n the contrary , Proudhon was drawn over to the side of arch
conservatism byEdouard ~rumont and Charles Maurras of the
11 8Fascist party , Act i on Fran ‘aise.
Proudhon died onthe 19th of January , 1865. On learning
the news) the Baron D1Ambres made this entry in his diary:
Proudhon died yesterday.119 He was , as
Girardin rightly s a i do f him , a great denier.
Negation was the form his thinking took. That
is why I have no sympathywith his 씨。 rk ， which is
rather destructive than anythJng els~. because
his mind exerted itself more to demolish
society than to improve it. He lived too much
by the braIn andnot enoughby the eyes. He
devised systems , but he made no attempt at
practical solutions of social quest.ions that
are so difficult. complex. and delicate. Or)
when he did give any solutions , they were
a1mostal씨 ays paradoxical. His strong- point was
to-keep denouncing - that is describing minutely
the vices of the existing organization. ld。
not say hew a slack i n gin tel 1 i 9 e nee. I do not
even say he was useless~ I do say that hesucceed~d in creating nothing-di~~c~ly-practical.l20
On January 23.1865. they buried D'Ambres' great negatar. 121
The mourners who followed the cortege to the cemetery of
Passy were SQme 'six thous~nd strong - the nameless , faceless
proletaires of Paris. as well as the pensand swords of ’ 48.
Suddenlya drum throbbed from around a corner. Perhaps
the Emperor's troopswere going to ruin this last tribute.
The crowd formed a solid wedge. braced for any eventuality.
118냄뀔，:.' 732.
119The date of thisentry is January 30 , 1865. D'Ambres
had his dates confused.
1200'Ambres , Hemai rs , 2. 302.
121This account is from 써。odcock ， Proudhon , -268- 269.
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Asthe troops halted , Amadee Langlois , Proudhon's old friend ,
who had been athis deathbed , approached their commander.
Proudhon is dead and 씨 e are going to bury him today , he
explained. But the commander was at a loss. He was on
his way back to hls barracks. He could not chan딩 e his route.
Polltely.the crowd part~d: the troops passed. Then
fromone of those hedges of men , a voice cried , "beat the
salute." The commander raised his sv"ord , the drums tatooed
the fu nera1 mar c h • AI I· he ads ';-J ere unco vere d. The reg i men t
marched on , presenting arms.
_.’’“g::~-r-，
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CRITIQUE
v
ELIOT: THE ARTIST AND THE
OFMODER 띠 CULTURE
CHAPTER
S •T.
profound。 fcriticandpoetawasEli otStearnsThomas
AmericanandEnglishcontemporary。 fpartsmost。 ninfluence
fashiont 。ablewashecritic ,。 fcapacitytheI nliterature.
modernint。authoritativelydelvedthatca ree rahimselffo r
playwright ,andpoet。 frolethenaspects.itsa 11I nculture
ace r b i ca 11ysometimescriticism ,culturalhis。 ncarriedhe
modern。 ffailuresthedelineatingpoignantlysometimesand
discrepanciestheforfeel ing。 fdepthhisfact ,I nIS ,I t1 i fe.
energizedthattraditioncherishedandmodernitybetween
S •T.oflegacythesay ,t 。I SThatgenius.uniqueEliot's
the。 fsalvationthet 。dedicatedwords。 fco rp usawasEl iot
ofde filethefromcultureEuropean。 fartifactssacred
defendt 。risenhadliterature。 fmanThesoc i"e ty.bourgeois
art.his。 fthe sources
。 n에 issouri ，Lo u is ,St.i nbornνlasEli 0 tS.T.
childrenseven。 fyoungestthewasHe1888. 122 /26 ,September
122To this writer's knowledge , no standard biographyof
Eliot is available. Material of this s6rt must be gleaned
from several places , so that a complete picture can be obtained.
For this , atleast three sources can be recommended. They
include , Alan Holder , Three Voya틸 e rs in Sea rch of Eu rop_e
( Phi la de 1phi a : Un i ve r sity 0 f Pen ns y Ivan i aPre s s ',. 1966) ;
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。 f the f ami I y 0 f Hen ry WareEli 0 tan d Cha rIot t e ( St ea r ns )
Eliot. On both sides , his family had descended from New
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were of the Unitarian faith. Henry Eliot was a prosperous
brick manufacturer who also sold mules.
Apparently , the first piece of literature to interest
young "Tom ,1I as he was known to his family , was Fitz 딩 erald ’ s
Rubaiyatf which he plcked up at home when he was fourteen.1 2 3
From 1898 to 1905 , Ellotattended Smith Academy in St. Louis ,
where he studied classical languages and history , modern
.
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This period he thought themostimportant of his education
becausε he had learned what he considered the e~sentials.124
After Smith , he went to Harvard where. from 1~06 to 1909. he
did undergraduate .work. He also obtained a masters degree
there in 1910. It was whi Ie doing graduate 씨。 rk that he
began work on liThe' Love Son딩 。 f J. A1f red· P r uf rock ," wh i ch
was u1t i mate 1y p' ubI i shed i n I91} • Aft e r fin ish i n9 his mas t er s
degree , he beganworkon his doctorate at Harvardi and continued
it at the Universityof Paris where Alain Fournier was his
tutor. 씨 hile at the University of Paris , Eliot attended
the lectures of Henri Bergson.
Phi1ipR. Headings , T. S. Eliot (New York: Twayne Publishers ,
Inc •• 1964); and Allen Tate. ed •• T Ii S. Eli 0 t. Th e J1~~
His 꾀。 rk (N~w York: Delaco~te P~essj 1966). The biographical
IOrOrmati onp resented above is from these sources.
123Headings , Eli ot. I 9.
124 1bid.
，.RII!IH/침，~호’1빼@빠역〈강펀안캄센뼈헬빼힘~
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19 14- 191 5 ,forf ell Ov.] s hipt rave 1 i n9are ce i vedEli ot
。 utbreakTheGe r: many.Intimesomespendtousedhe
‘’,/h i ch
hischangedhoweve r ,s umme r ,the。 fendtheat싸 ar써。 rldof
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ege·I·--。FLOvertonatenrolledEng land ,t 。returnedHeplans.
HeinongandphenomenologistsGermanthereadandOxford ,
Aristotle.andHusserl ,
EnglandInstayEli 0 t ’ sthatalso ,pointthisatwasI t
bewouldi tdesign ,。 rchancebyHhetherpermanent.became
hetime\t.J h i chbyArne ri ca ,sawa 잉 alnEl i' otbeforeyea rsseventeen
。 f1 i g h tInsense ,。 neInAndsubject.Britishabecomehad
hiscareer ,1 i te ra ryhis。 fconcernstheandbackgroundhis
t 。provedheForlogical.。 nlywasAmerica。 fabandonment
afte rtradition。 fdisintegrationthefromf 1 i ghtbeen-inhave
Protestantism ’radical。 fspecterthefromand\~a r ,Ci vi 1the
fact ,Inculture. 125American。ppressedthatPuritanism ,
125 For this valuable insight , the writer is indebted t 。
~ir. Frank M." Szasz , instructor in American Intellectual and
Cultural History at the University of New Mexico , Albuquerque ,
μe써 t1 exico. 에 r. Szasz contends thatthe disintegration of
tradition in Americaafter theCivil War disoriented and
dl~placed the Americanaristotracy , that the business classes
noved in and usurped the American dream permanently dislocating
the tradition-bound upper classes. Furth~rmore， he con~~nd~s
that the harshness of the Puritan vision was al 씨 ays a difficult
t~tng -forari 'l- American authOr to deal with , t-hat in -th-eea r}-i-er
~Ineteenth century it was cloaked in alleg~ry. as in Melville's
~by Dick , that in the later nineteenth centurY , "most American
writers t~rned tQ Europe for methodolo딩 y ， as the Naturalists ,
훌 nd that it was this c~mbination of circumstances 싸 hich caused
\uζh ， wr~ters as James , Pound , Eliot~ Hemingway , and Fitzgerald
~~ abandon America , even if only for a time. 'These views
?re substantia11y corr。borated in H 。 1der. Th ree Voy~agers ‘
r ’‘· I , 19~83 ， Sidney Mead , The Li ve 1y E쇄 eriment {New Yo • k:
... ~ rpe r ε Row , 1963) , 10; and Harris Freedman; ’ 'The 서 eaning of
f • s• EI i o t l s J e싸 ,” South A~L~n_ti_c_ Q.ua rte r 1y , 55 , (April , 1956) ,1~9-206.
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his odyssey could not have been more symboliι 。 f hisquarrel
with America: fromSt. Louis , his merely physical birthplace ,
a city ofamb i guous tradition , neither Southe rnno r Northern;
a brief sojourn in New En 딩 1 an d ,- the hom e 0 f his i mme d i ate
fa r bear s , yet a nuncom f art a b 1e ha ve n; i nth e end , toE n9 1and ,
a-spiritual refuge , his " anc ient birthplaceJ ,126 As one
critic has put it. 메 :is flight was the 1’northeast imigration
homewar d , per f ec t 1Y ~reve r s in 9 the co u r s e 0 f the r u99 ed ,
res t 1e s s ea r 1fer Pur i tans ." 12 7
It was in Se~tember of 1914 that Eliotmet Ezra Pound ,
in LondOn , through his friend and Harvard classmate , Conrad
Aiken. 피 h i 1e P0 U n d IS i nf 1uenζeon Eliot was not germinal
(El iot had made 'contri buttons to the Smi th Academy Revi ew
and the Harvard Advocatewhich bore themark -of his later
poetry) itwas nonetheless considerable and Eliot always
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trying to find publications that would print Eliot's work ,
and aft e r· ago 0 d de a 1 0 f h0 un din 9 • Ha r r i e t Mo n roe VI a s
persuaded by Pound to accept 'IPrufrock l
’
which thusappeared
i .n her mag a z i ne , Poe try , in 1915. 129
126Freedman ’ I. Eli 0 t ·5 Jew t II 20 3•
1271bid.
l28 Headings. Eli ott 26-27.
1291 ’Pr ufro c kII VJ asp ub 1ish e d byE 1 i 0 t in 19 17 in Prufrock
and Other Observations wh i ch samet i mes 1eads to confus·j on
ab.out itsoriginaldate of pUblicat~ont but. it certainly
appeared in Poet ry first.
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From time to time , in the period just after.the war and
through the early twenties , Eliot was forced to seek full-
ti~e employment and ignore or slight his art. He worked at
the Faber pUblishing house and at Lloyd ’ sBank at thistime ,
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pro j e ctsin the wo r ks , i n 쇼 luding the editorship of Criterion ,
the literary period'icalhe nurtured for seventeenyears , and
by this time. his career in art was full-fledged.
Eli 0 t 's fa mo_u s rem ark. II I am a royal is t , a n An g I 0-
Catholic , anda traditionalist ," was much more than a passing
comment. It \tJas the essence of his feel ingsabout politics ,
literature , and every as~ect of culturewhich comprised the
world in which he lived. Moreover , it is for the critic a
gaugeby which may be measured the depth of his disappointment
wi t h modern 1Tf e • He was a royal i st. an An g 10- Cat h01 ic , and
a traditionalist in a time and place in which holding those
beliefs wasdangerously close to sentimentalism , and t 。
maintain them in the face of the realities of the twentieth
century was quixoticand brave. Only a manof deep conviction
co u I d ha ve s uc 'C e ed e d \'‘'/ i t h th em.
Eliot's diagnosisof bourgeois soci~ty had developed
as early asl910 , 씨 hen he began liThe Love Song of J. Alfred
Prufrock.11130 In 11prufrock , 11 Eliot initiated one of his
1305ee John C'. Pope; Il Prufrock andRaskoluikov A 딩 a in:
ALetter from Eliot ,ll American Literature , 18, (J a nuary , 1947) ,
319 • Here El i 0 t S t rai 깅I1tened out the cont roversy over the
ac t ua I t i me of con ce pt i on 0 fliP r ufro c k • II
'.，_~t?‘ι"~
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fnvorite themes , one ν1h i ch νlas to recur often in his ν-J ork ，
t 11 e fa I len , paralyzed , us e1 e s s a r i s tot rat , t rapped and
IM~obilized by bourgeois society. One critic has theorizεd
that , in fact , Eliot took his inspiration for the character
of Prufrock from thearchtype of the aristocratic failure ,
Henry Adams. 13l 펴 hereas most commentators have assumed
that the climactic lines o" f "Prufrock" were from Hamlet
( I I , 2 , 204: II for yo u r s el f. sir , s hal 1 9 row old a s I am ,
if like a crab , you could 딩。 backItJard") George Spangler
believes that a more revεaling parallel is to be found in
The Education of Henry Adams 싸 here Adams writes , Il one 싸 as
almost glad to act the part of the horseshoe crab in Quincy
Bay , and-admit that all was uniform - that nothing ever
changed • • • • .. 132 II Ish 0 u 1 d h ave beenapair 0 f rag 9 e d
썩뺀빼
claws / scuttl in 딩 a c ross the floor s of 51 1e n t 5e a 5 II P r ufr 0 c k
muses , pa ra 11el i ng Adams' though t. 133 The long i ng to reg res s
131George H. Spangler , IIThe Education of Henry_A.dams
as a Source for 'The Love Song 6fJ. Alfrea- Pr·u-frock.'"
~(o t e sand Que r i e s , 15 , (Au 딩 us t , 1 잊 68). 295. Inc ide n ta 1 1y.
the n-ameo-F--J~fred Prufrock has been traced by adi 1 igent
scholar to a St. Louis furniture store owner. See B. K.
Mar tin , II P r u frock , B1e I s te ina n d Com pan y , II N.ot.e .s__c:l_~d__ .9__u.e_l'"_Le.s ,
14. ( J ul Y, 196 7). 257 •
1 32 Spa n"9 1e r IIHenry Adams and 'Prufrock ,’ II 295. See
Th~E_ducat i on of Henry-A-d-ams (Cambridge , Mass.: Riverside
Press , 1918) , 448. rhe~o-rlry objection to this theory is that
II P r u fro c k II was pub 1 ish e d be for e The Education , which appeared
in 1918. Spangler , ho싸ever ， notes that theMassachusetts
Historical Society in Boston had a pre-edition 훌 vallable
wh~n Eliot was a student at Harvard~ and that it was not
unlikely thata youn연 man of Eliot's interestsshould have
read it. See Spangler , 295.
133T. S. Eliot , liThe Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock. 1I
in 댔솥똥~.E..!른많f므로쁘-었1브”‘ P 1 걷 y.~_ (N ew York: Harc 0 U r t , Bra c e
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4andwomandomineeringthewithconcerned끼 re
themes;crucialareparalysisandmoribundity"prufrock ,1IIn
therefore.VJ as ,I tAdams. 135\'J i t h。 bsessions씨 erethey
The
Prufrock. 136anotherasAdamssaw19 19 •InAthenaeumfo r
"pinnedmana。 f。 newasvisionEliot'sIIprufrock. 1II n
thorough1γs 。washe1922 ,byandwa11 , llthe。 nwrigg1 ingand
modernofsteri 1 i tythe。 fandvisionthat。 fconvinced
comprehensivemosttheyearthatpublishedhethatculture ,
attemptedeverconditionsculturalandsocial。 fcritique
씨 asteland ， llliThewascourse ,。 fThis ,poem.singleain
the。 fstatementclassicainstantlyalmostbecamei tand
Educationrevle씨 In 딩El iot ,thatcoincidencen 。probably
E1iot'sl‘./ as tel and ,"liTheI nT\'Jen tie s.the。 f써 e 1tschmerz
。 fculturepurposefulrich ,thejuxtaposet 。wasmethod
present.a ridandsordidawithpastthe
thenM}n=‘。P’xeagainbysectionfirs thisbeganHe
centurytVJentieththe。 fgracelessnessandirrelevance
res tt 。laydoesDead"the。 fBurialliThearistocracy.137
5•1952) ,Inc. ,vJo r1 d •and
436-448.~_~Lu_c~tJ_9~_ ,The。 f30Ch.especially134 See
295.IPrufrock ,'"andAdams..뿔및X135S pan 딩 Ie r ,
1171t is not the author's intention.here to provide a
de t ail e dan a 1y sis 0 f .II The \./ a s tel and ,lion 1y top 0 i n t 0 uti t s
r e levan ce tot he 9 e nera 1 top i c • II The vJ a s tel and II has , howe ve r ,
probably received more and better critical treatments than
an~ other poem in the history of literature. Some , which
have been of use to this paper , are found in: Genesius
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this dead institution.Anymore , it say~ the aristocracy is
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。 nce in a while causing trouble. Marie only reads and 딩。es
south in the winter , anexample of the blankexistence of
a blank segment of soclety. Eliot had apparently read the
autobiography of Countess MarieLarisch , whose life , and the
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members of the House of Habs~urg and only two seem to have
had any semblance of purpose to th~Jr lives. 서 arie herself
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relatives in fact , an archduchess , somehow acquired the
delusionthat shehadsw~lloweda sofa ν， hich "was permanently
1ad 9e d in her he a d.Shew a 5 afraid to leave her room for
f ear t he end s w0 u1d 5 ti c kin the doo r j am bs • 139 The 0 bv i 0 Us
contrast with this group of people \vas the earlier aristocracy
wh i c h was" possessed of some de greeo f res p0 ns i bi 1 i t Y,
us e f u 1ne s s , and c harm.
Jones , Approach to the Purpose (New York: Barnes and Noble ,
Inc. , 196 셔); Leonard Unger , T. S. Eliot , 헤。ments and Patterns
(Minneapolis: Universitγ 。 f 서 innesota Priss , 1 딩 56); Sean
Lucy. T. S. EIi 。 t and the ldea 。 f Traditi 。 n- (London: Cohen
and 써 es-t ， r960); Thorn as -N cG re-e vy • T. S. Eli at (London:
Chatto & 씨 i ndus , 1931 ); All en Ta t.e Jed. , r-:-5. Eliot , the
Man and His vI ark (Ne씨 Yo r k: De 1a cor t e Pres s , 1966 ); Fe i -
Pai Lu , T. S. Eliot. the Dialectical Structure of ~is Theor
。 f Poet ry ( Chi c ag a : Un i ve r 5 i t Y 0 f Chi c ago Pre s s J. 1~6←6) ;
and "Hugh Kenner , lit、~otes Toward the Definition of Culture ,"
Hudson Revie씨. 2 , (Sum mer J 1949) , 289 - 94•
138Ge 0 rg e L. K. 에。 r r is", 1I~1 a r ie , 에 arie ， Hold on Ti 딩 ht ，"
Partisan Revie씨， 21. (선 arch -A P r i 1 , 195 파)， 231.
139 파싹.:.' 233.
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Next , when 서 adame Sosostris tells the protagonist's
for t un e ( II The re , s aid she , / i s you rca r d , the d r own e d
Phoenician sai lor ••• ,il) she reveals a facet of the general
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Madame Sosost ri s , famous .c Ia i rvoy ante ,
Had a bad cold. nevertheless
~~~~n~w~~~~_~e_~~~ ~~s~~~J~or웹 in Europe ,씨 ith a wicked p~ck of cards.
n뻐jQ”sn”mc‘,,0----.FloweLn*Lt-。+‘ι”。“’l--eLU*L---ξ‘eqiaeL”+l‘￡l。mdswe’nTl
to us in a pack of car ds man i p u 1ate d b ya s n i ff lin 9 gypsy
is represented as theultimate perversion ofthe 딩。 dh.ead. 142
In the second section , IIA Game of Chess ,11\'ve find that
'-.-love is also IJperverted" and meaningless in thiscentury.
Eliot usedPhilomela , the violated woman of mythol。딩 y ， as
the basic metaphor of"th i s observation. She was raped by her
sister1shusband , but she escaped and turnedinto a ni 딩 h t in ga le;
thus~there was no love. Eliot su딩 gestedthat by the same
process , rape -but rape by scientificexaminatlon -love
changed in this century.
IMy nerves are bad toni 연 ht. Yes , bad. Staywith me.
ISpeak to me. 싸 hY do you neVe r s pea k • Spea k •
l 씨 hat are γ 。 u t hi n kin 9 of? 써 hat thinking? Wb 유 t?
II never kMow what yo~ are thinking. Think. ,143
140 E1 i 0 t •
1411bid.
142 The Hanged Man rep res e n t s Ch r is t (II I do not find the
Hanged Man.") Ibid. , 38-39.
143 Ibid • , 40.
II The \.J as t e1 and ,II Comp 1ete Poems. 38.
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Include~ in this section to remind of the sterility of
everyth i·ng is a reference to the "Shakespher ian Rag" wh i ch
was neither "elegant ’I nor II i n tel 1 i 9e n t • II
II The Fir e Se r mo nil pre sen t s t h r e e imp 0 r tan t s ymb01 s :
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his lover. Tiresias watches the two lovers and by his presence
re 1ates the act of lt힐 VC to ~hepast. Contemporary with all
history. Tiresias showsus the ludicrous aspect of contemporary
liasibns blighted by twentieth century adjectives such as
"automatic." The violet and blueof t~ary prounounce the
sordid. unholy ~spect of the affair.
Mr. Eugen ides , theSmyrna me rchant , offe rs a cheap
represent-ative , an unreasonable facsimile of the ancient
Syrian merchants from whom he is descended. These traders
were instrumental in the spreadin딩 ~nd development o~ the
culture ofthe West , but Eugenides is unshaven , unctuous , and
homosexual.
"Death by \o'aterlldemonstrates to asmal1exte·nt (other
themes are more important ,) that twentieth century man takes
no risks , makes no attempts at adventure. Yet , Phlebas.
the Phoenician merchant , who did seek adventure , "was·once
handsome and tall as you."
In the fifth andl설 5 t pas sage , II 꾀 hat the Thun der Sa i d • II
Eliot didnot allow the past to finally bury the present.
Instead , hefound hope for the survival of the culture. a
chance for hjsti~e to take Its place as heir , successort 。
the past. The chance , however , depended largely on the ability
~톨톰 에.... 빼
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toreturn to the more meaningful values of the past. 싸 he re
Eliot's teacher , Pound. saw " a botched civilization ,'" Eliot
saw hope , but hope only in return. The water , the rain.
representing the return of thewasteland to fertility was
possible , but the thunder only admonishes thus:
I f there w'e re ν~ate r
• • •
And a I so wate r
And water
144But there is no water.
liThe 싸 asteland" ν~as Eliot's ultimate comment on the
character of hIs times. In ‘ it hemarshalled the resources of
the whole history of western culture so as to most thorou띄 hly
indict modernity. But if it was his ult,i mate comment , it ν'las
not his final one. In 1922 , also , Eliot launched his
periodical , The Criterion. which was for the next seventeen
yea r 5 to be a rna Jar showcase of hi sid e as. He had seen
N. R. F. ener딩 izefrench 'Intellectual life , seen Poundbreathe
life int。 The Egoist. and he 씨 as e ag e r' to 5 tamp the mar k 0 f
his own min d on hi sown Journ ale In discussing the pIa ce of
Criterion in Eliot's thought , one scholar has sa1d ,
ambition drove Eliot in successive
mutations as it drove his Becket
[ i n 11M u r de r I n t he Cat he dr a1"] , b ut
not ambition for the regalia of
editorship - rather the honorable ,
despe ra te an d: I rremed i able amb it ion
to pU'rsueandcry a conviction , t 。
be a preacher , a Savanarola (his
mothe r' s· he ro) , and to ·chan딩 e the
world.
144 냄념.:.' 4] -48.
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Th r 0 ugh the yea r s 0 fit 5 ex i s ten ce. C_，=- t~~5~I ion was a
forumfor awiderange of opinions on a varietyof subjects
from literature to religion to politics. Eliot opened its
pages to unknown as well as estahl i shed wri te rs. and gave
.
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His ovrn con t ri but i on s we relimitedt 0 boo k re vie \'1 san d sh 0 r t
commentariesusually concerned with somecurrent sophisticated
gossip of interest to his readers , hut occasionally he
i~s，ertedan article ofhls own νJ hi C h dealt a ts 0 me length
with a po li t iιaT or social .problem; these endeavors~ moreover ,
were usually attended by assertions ofpol it ica 1· innocence.
In 19~8 ， an interesting episode unfolded o~ the pages of
Criterion. Eliot the artist was obli 딩 ed- to turn polemicist
fora time as he carried on a spirited defense of his political
heroandpersonaT friend , the French conservative , Charles
Maurras , founder of the right wing group Action Fran ‘aise.
Maurras had beenatta_~k~d_ b_y.__!-닫ο w를~-강 i n 를 b깅걷)k 흘T1lt] t I ed
The Condemnatiori of the IAction Fran~aise.l146 ln a series
。 f articles in Criterion , 넙 ard and Eliot traded opinions
I 45 Her be r t HO 'lJar t h , II T. S. Eli a tis Criterion : The
Editor and his Contributors , ll Comparative Litξrature. I I
(s pr i ng , 1959) , 97.
146 Leo Hard , The Condemnationof the IA·ct ion Fran~ai se ’
(London: Sheed an~ 싸 ard J 19 2 8 7) •
뼈톨
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。 n Maurras and his or팅 anization， Eliot contestin딩 first of
a 11 싸 ardis charge , that Action Fran<;.ai se had ’II insti lled a
pagan spirit into some thousands of Catholic youths - a
spirit of real national and class hatred.1 1I 147 He , Eliot ,
had. on theother hand , readMaurrasfGr eighteen years and
had only been drawn closer to his religion. 148 Furthermore ,
‘•
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is top res e rve us fromas en t imen tal An 9 1G- fa cis m. i t wi 11
be some system of ideas that has 딩 ained much from the study
。 f Ma u r r a s .11149
씨 a rd , however. "'JaSnot' to be eas i 1Y turned aside. In
·an article which appeared alongside one byEliot ~nderthe
gene ra l~· tit le ll L'Action Fran~aise." \./ a r d rei t era t ed his
。 rig ina1 c harg es aga ins t Ma u r r as , em phas i z i ng his ear 1i e r
theme by labeling him a purveyor of racial , national , and
class hatred , as well as a reactionary whose ideas had been
lifted wholefrom De Maistre. and who was , in the end , only
an imitation of Mussolini. 1SD Eliot1s rejoinder complained
of a difference in values between \-lard and him , andrather
weaklγ differentiatedbetνleenMaurras and Mussolini. 151
l4 7T. S. Eli 0 t ...Action Fran<;aise 에. Maurras , and Mr.
Wa rd ," Criterion , 7 , (M arch , 192 8) , 195 •
148 Ibid. , 202.
l49Ibid. , 197.
15 0 Le。 싸 a r d ， "L ’ ActionFranιa i s e , a Reply to Mr.
Eliot ,lI Criterion , 7~- -rJ-une-~--192-8).-37l-72.
15 1, T. S. E1 io t , IILIAction Fran~aise， A Reply t 。 에 r.
Ward ,lI I bid. , 372-376.
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Eli 0 tis idea 0 fc u I t u r a I decadence had apparently led
him to the Maurraslan vision of the conservative political
reconstruction ofsociety , in much the same 싸ay ， as $tuart
Hughes commented , many young Frenchmen of Eliot ’ s generation
had been attracted t 。 애 aurras. At any rate , he continued
to worry aboutpolitics and culture. now invoking the
fears and the pessimism o.r Valery orSpengler. now hopin 잉
for the rise of a II new European consciousness ," which would
breathe newlife into the IIsma ll and isolated capeon the
we S te r n side 0 f the As i a tic con tIn e n t • II 152 I f Act ion
[ran c; alse was not the most impressive political movement of
the century , it seemed tQ promise a reassertion of values
which 엔9uld produce this new consciousness - a reduction of
democ -r acy , a tou딩 h and unsentimental Christianity. a
red훌 finition of culture. 153 Inthis connection. he wrote of
democracy. ’1a real democracy is always a restricted democracy ,
arid can only flourish with some lfmitation by hereditary
rights and. responsi bi 1i ties. The United States of Ameri ca ,
for instance, were more or less democrat i c up to 1829 , when
Andrew Jaζkson became presi~ent. • • • 1115.4 Not surprisingly ,
- • • ←£-~Il-S~~피上l-~μj응~요←1요2요-aLtic1e fO rI Neμ표----S--Ch요LeJzer Rundschau ,
bracketed Elio~with Maurras as fl'representative of the
15 2T • S. E1 i 。야t ’ l“/4;A c 。αm끼lme민타타r마.마 ary ’ II’ Cr i' t e" rio n. (August , 1927) ,
98.
153T. S. Eliot , liThe Literature of Fascism ," Criterion ,
8. CD e c em be r , 192 B) , 280 - 290 •
154 Ibid. , 287. Jackson ~as commonly and erroneously
thought to have ushered in the era of the common man in
American politics.
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a 11Theyrevo1ution."11155"conservativetherestoration ’
formclassic。 fsensetheCurtius ,t 。accordingshared ,
strength. 111156eternal。 fIII reflectionthewas‘·, h i ch
mostagainstcampal 틴 na\'JagedEli atCriterionThrough
destructionthefrom1 i fe ,modernofeventsirritatin틴theof
LondonIntheater。 fdearththet 。buildingshistoricof
middlethe。 ftaste。 flackthet 。attributedhe(~새
Theceased.publicationhowever ,1939 ,JanuaryOnclass .)
Criterionwhich。 np rem IS ethenegatedhadwar。 fonset
nations。 Fcomi tγa。 fsuppositionlithewasthatexisted;
t r ad i t i on .11 157aupholdingandsharing
derivedcultureandpolitics씨 ithpreoccupationEliotls
。 rde red ,티 ncompletelypreservet 。desireafrombasically
artist ,the。 fbenefitthefortraditionculturalhomogeneous
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ι
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thewithimaginationhisintegrateeasilythencouldwh 。
andforwardca r ryIt/ou 1dthatartcreateth usandpast
E1 iot ,Forvalues.traditionalculturelsthestrengthen
Q
>
n---’”ln‘‘
c
dmustArtart.goodoffundamental tenetawasthis
d i vi den d 1culturalai tt 。re turnthenandcultureitsfrom
contribution
In the famous essay , "Tradition
theinconsistwouldd tv i den dthis\tIe re ;itas
culture of novelty.thet 。
down1aidhe19 19 ,InpublishedTalent , 11Individualtheand
criticism.。 fp ri n c i p 1eaasideathis
-rltτ&iligl
‘，
e
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102 •Criterion ,”IIEl iot's155Howarth ’
109.
156 1bid •
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You cannot value him [the artist] alone; you
must set him , for comparison and contrast ,
among the dead. I mean this as a principle
。 f aesthetic , not merely historical criticism
The existin낌 order is complete before the new
work arrives; for the order to persist after
the supervention of novelty , the 씨 hole existin양
。 rder must be , if ever so slightly , altered
and tb~s is conformity bet써 een the old and the
new. 158
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Noveltyfactor.importantanbecamehomogeneityHe re
。 fbasisparadoxicalthe。 n。 nlyre all y ,allowed.bet 。was
puritytheInsuret 。에。 reove r ’。 1 d •the"'1 i t hconformityits
t 。hadconditionssocialcertaintradition ,culturalthe。 f
theInEli 0 tbydown1aidwereconditionsThosemet.be
deliveredVirginia ,ofUniversitytheatlecturesPage-Barbour
1933.In Afte rtit 1etheundercollectedlaterwereand
said
the pop~lation [of a nation that wished to have
a viable culture] should be homogeneous; where
two or more cultures exist in the sam~.place
they are likely to become adulterate. 16b What
is still more· important is unity of religious
backgrpund; and reasons of race and reli 잉 ion
make any lar딩 e number of free-thinkin딩 Jews
undesirable. There must be a proper balance
betν1een urban and rural , industrial and
agricultural development. And a spirit
HeGods. 159?_t_r_a_n_ge
。 f
158T. S. Eliot , I'Tradition and the Individual Talent ,"
• i-n -h-i-s S-e 1용 εt용←d←~ s~s_a-，-y 응 ~N응w- y-,-o I"-k:-- -Ha-r-c O-u-r-t- ，--B~a-cε ε 때οrJ피， •• (••
Inc •• 1932) , 4-5.
159 T. S.
\1 0 rl d ,
20.
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Harcourt ,
160 Here Eliot included a footnote (Number 1 in this
edition) saying , l'or else you may get a caste system , based
on original distinctions of race , as in India: 싸 hlch is a very
different matter from classes , 써 hich pre-suppose homogeneity
。 f race and a fundamental equality. But social classes , as
distinct from economic classes , hardly e~ist today. ’l I bid. ,
York:( NeltJGodsSt range
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excessive tolerance is to be deprecated. l6l
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the extent to which Eliot's sensibilities had been offended
by the modern 씨。 rId. He was uncomfortably aware , for
instance. of the exodusin the first part of the centuryof
large numbers of people from eastern Euro~e ， most of whom
were Jew is h • liB u r bankw i th a Baedeker: BIe i s te i n wit h a
Ci gar. II s h 。ν， s thetypical sItuations into which Eliot put
Jews. l62 Sir Ferdinand Kleinof the poem is a ludJcrous
character with acertain unsavory sexuality.l 63 The
Burbank character , on the other hand , is a vacuous , insipid ,
middle class Englishman ''/'l ith no competence in anything ,
especially not culture (the.Baedeker is a tourist's handbook)
and decidedly not sex {he cannot even succeed with Princess
.
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In Eliot's vie"" , culture and society nurturedoneanother ,
each playing a part ·in the determination of the character
。 f the other. If society abandonedits political and social
tra~itions ， it ~isked losIng contact with the cultural
valuesof the past that had enriched existence in the
society and made it viable. And if society lost contact with
I 6 1 Ibid.
I 62 Eli 0 t , II Bur ban k 'Ii i· t haS ae deke r : B1e is t e i n wit h a
Cigar ," Complete Poemst 23-24.
163S ee Morris Freedman , liThe 서펀 ani·ng of T. S. Eliot's
Jew ,ll South Atlantic Quarterlyt 55 , (A p r i I , I 956) , 199- 206 ,
fora complete and dismayinganalysis of Eliot's use of
Jews in his poetry and drama.
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its cultural heritage l it could not add to the culture ,
~. c c pit ali ve • Thi s w0 u 1d be the ul tim ate t r a 잉 edy for the
‘1rtist who could only exist in the livin던 matrix of the
culture with which he identified. Indeed , .in bourgε。 i s
society Eliot ~e~ected these very symptoms. For him as an
artist , the eclecticism and diversity of modern life , the
Insensitivlty·of the bourgeois to his cultural treasures ,
the disintegration of traditionaV social forms , the opening
\
up of society to alien elements , seemed to be the initial
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career was dedicated to exposing it.
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VICHAPTER
OPT It·\ IS 서”Et·‘\MANUEL NOUN I ER: THE "TRAG I C
OF THE MODERN CATHOLIC
perhapsthatadmitt 。"'/ r i tε rthecompelsCandor
cultural。 fexampleperfectmostthenotIS서。 un i e rEmmanuel
Certainlythought.CatholicEuropeanInfoundbet 。despair
the。 fmoredisplayBe 11 oeHilaireorChestertonK.G•
beingasalreadyalludedhavewewhicht 。characteristics
InunhappinesstheirIndeed ,sγndrome.the。 findicative
ttl 0 un i e r ’ s •thandeepermuchgonehavet 。seemswor 1dmodernthe
Peguy ,Charleseven。 rBarres ,1,1a uri ceorHaurras ,Cha r1 es
portraitsthoroughgoingpresentwh 。Cat ho 1i csFrenchwere
asservedhavewe 11mightTheydespair.culturalof
concerns.our。 fi 11 us t rat i 0' ns
intellectualMounier ’ sEmmanuelhand ,。 thertheOn
havepossiblywouldthatsomethingbycharacterizedI 5ca ree r
I Syetand。 thers ，theofanyIn5 ho"o,}t 。harderbeen
←aT료cu등효io~illst 。aerot 。di 비동금을TOllvaluablea
the。 fattractiontherep res en tsMouniersay ,t 。ISThat
Fo 11 ow i ngsociety.modern。 verdebateth"et 。vitalistCatholic
Neo-ThomisthisandBergsonHenri。 ffootstepstheI n
r
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achievet 。
his
sp i r i t
through
human
del ineate ,
the。 fpotential
t 。tried에。 unier
thepersonalism ,
fo 11 owe rs ,
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the perfection of the material world. As personalism was
1Jrt of the larger phenomenon of vitalism , vitalism was part
。 fa sti 11 larger phenomenon , the revolt against the naive ,
scientistic positivismof the nineteenth century. Vitalism
went on. in France , to become connected wi~h thedisappointed ,
disoriented. Catholic thought of the earlytwentieth century.
Looking for regalvanization in a time when it was trying
to recover from a dearth of fresh ideas , French Catholics
such as Bergson (who wa~ ， of course , Jewish , but nonetheless
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Maritain , the Jesuit paleontologist , Pierre Teilhard de
Cha r din , an d M0 un i e r positedt his" per f e c tab i 1 i t Y 0 f man and
his worlathrough the invocation of his spiritual attributes ,
against the old positivist strictures of a static and
mechanical world subject only to rational perfectability/
Moun i e r I s per s on ali s m ref 1ec t s t his ne싸 thinking , but
Mounier also felt that the first step was to overcome
bourgeois society , which hesaw as the root cause of all
alienation. He was therefore preoccupied with the economic
and politic~l criticism of democracy. and was thus drawn to
the analysis of 에 arxism. It is not difficult to see then ,
howhis unique blend of spirituality and ~aterial philosophy
can serve as a more thari adequate illumination of the
Catholic mind in reaction to modernity.
Emmanuel Hounier 씨 as born i n Gr en 0 b 1e i n 190S • 164 He
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un de rstudying1927 ,t 。1924fromUniversitytheattended
becamelater\fJh 。Che val i e r ,Jacques。 fdirectionthe
。 ffallthenre 딘 Ime.VichytheInInformation。 fHinister
competitivea 인 re 엠 ation ’
ι、~
universities.
thethetaketoPar i st 。\f/en the1927 ,
Hestateatpoststeachingfo rexaminations
1928.Inph i 1osophy ,,nAronRaymondt 。secondranked
p r ie st.LazaristawithassociatedwashePari s ,InRemainin딩
십 roupdiscussiona。 fr e gul a·r , me mbe rawasandPouget ,Father
애 ari tain.Jacquesbytogetherbrought
Charleswithfascinationa。 fre su 1ttheas1931 ,I n
에 a reelandIzardGeorgecollaborators ,tw 。and에。 un i e rPeguy~
릎휴딩Y....CharlesdePens 응eLaentitledbookapublished
taught
Peg uy ,
Saint-OnerdeLyceetheatyearaforphilosophyHe
NeuillydeSainte-에 a r i eeα“
‘e---------。Fνschool ,privateaatan d
dissertationdoctoralhisbegint 。attemptedand(1931-32)
t·1ounierhoweve r ,1929 ,asea r 1yAsSorbonne.theth rough
teachingat 。himselfcommitt 。notdecisionareachedhad
deeply convinced that the times in which
lived represented a profound crisis of
• civiliz경! i on~ ~dE런Jre를S를d at the extent to
which he believed Christianity 씨 as implicated
in the socialevi ls which characterized
tha~ crisis , persuaded that there were n 。
adequate means of expression for the young
generation , t‘10unier be 딩 an to think of
he
it ,puthasPierζeRoyAscareer.
。 f biographical information available on Mounier. The above
account of his life was gleaned from an adoring forword in
Hounier's Be 애。 t Afraid (New York: Sheed and 꾀 ard ， 1962)
V- XXVt Itl r itt e n by Le s 1 i ePa u 1 , a n Eng 1 ish per son ali s t , and
Roy Pierce's more scholarly account in his CQ_~_teJ'l}F_o_L~_
Fr e n chpoli tic a 1 Tho ugh t (London: Oxford University Press ,
196 6}-.
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something like Peguy~ Ca hi_e r s del a qui n z a. i ne , which 씨。 uld
be a source of spiritual light for literate Frenchmen. In
this , he was no different from hundreds of other youn딩 Parisian
idealists , for a plethora of ephemeral reviews and journals ,
co~cerned'with the state of society , made hasty entrances and
just as hurried exits from the Paris literary scene~
에。 un i e r ’ s experience , in this respect , t urn e do ut
differently. 싸 ith friends , he established Es p.rJ t_ , which
first appeared in October of 1932 andlasted , unlike any
。 the r ne씨 review of the 1930 i s , past \‘lorld War I I , suspendin 딩
publication only after his death in 1950. 166 During its
life , and the life of its director , ~_~'p~!"j_t_~. p age s 'tJere
filled 씨 ithearnest critiques of French society and church
dogma and hopeful notes on philosophical constructs.
When theSecond World War broke out , 뻐。 unier immediately
saw the cause of Franceis ignominious defeat. It lay 씨 i th
the class that had always been the least responsible in
F-ran.cb 틀。ιi걷 t.Y•• the. c I ass wit h the m0 s t me ani n9 less , m0 s t
disruptive values. The bourgeoisie , though not the 'whole
nati~n~ had been numerous enough to paralyzethe reflexes of
the entire nation.l67 For one thing. the bourgeoisie were
l65Pierce , Political Thou영~， 32.
166 1bid. , 33.
167Emmanuel Hounier , IILetter From France ," Co멘댄센rJe걷~，
32 , (October 25. 1940) , 9.
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never in favor of war; they saw that ’I Wh a eve r won , capitalism
would be thevictim. That is the dead weight which
depressed France' 5 energy tore sis t. 11 168
Mounier ’ s two biog~aphe~s a 딩 ree that he was a gentle
andpeaceful man. not particularly adventurous , concerned
a 1mas ts 01 e ly 싸 ith questions of philosophy. This serenity
did not J howe ve r J prevent him fro men t e r i ng act i velyi n t 。
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age'of thirteen , he had been eligible only for the Services
Auxi 1iaresof thearmy , which he Joined. He \'Jas captured
andheld'prisoner until July 0 f 1940 , when he was released
and demαbi 1 ize d. ) The Vic l;1 y regime banned 뜰및τ， s 。 삐。 unier
organ i zed---·a cl andes ti ne study 잉 roup in Lyo~t where hewas
1 i v i nga t the t i me. Accord in 9 to Pie r c e J he was connected
씨 ith the famous Combat 9 r a up J wh i c h VJ a s so imp 0 r tan t d uri n9
the res i s tan c e • 169 ln' f act , i n J an ua r y 0 f 19 42 , he and
seve r ale am ba t 1e a d e r s ν~ere jailed. Theyear he spent in
prison probably shortened hisl ife. After his release , he
continued to be active in the resistance , mainly by contributing
to i ts j ou rna 15 , s uch as La France i ntεrieure and 않휴
• C-cdri흔rs~ -pn -l-j-t t q ae 효j • tne ~or햄 n-or-tn동 τomTt응 General d ’ Etudes ,
the main grou~ char딩 edwith mapping France's post-warfuture.
At the '" a" r·' sen d J Mo un i. e .r ass e 5 sed the who 1" e s ag a • He
~emainedconvinted th~t the bourgeoisie had betrayed France
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eι“ceepq)Harshal'sthet 。listenedi twhenas
ca ree rintellectual~1ounier'sofinterest[>>nmuζ‘n。cThe
andunity.jus t i ce •freedom ’。 fconditionsthecreatet 。was
To1 i ve.t 。en ti t 1e dweremena 11씨 hichun dermorality ,
。 thers(becausereconstructed。「constructed ,heendth i s
ca 11 e dheconceptthehim)beforei tt 。re fe rredhad
system ,athanlessandattitudeanthan에 orepe rs on ali sm.
asphilosophy ,atrulynotISpersonalismsays ,Pierceas
ideas。 fbodythenort40uni e rNeitherclaimed. 174에。 unier
。 riented ，politicallyparticularlywerepersonalismcalledhe
Inmenaidcouldpersonalismthatbel ievedhealthough
awasthisthoughtheThatchoices.pol i t i ca 1making
。 utlook ’hisofcharacteristicfundamentala。 fconsequence
Liberation ,11。 fSt ruct u res
I 12 •
170Emmanuel Mounier ‘ liThe
Commonweal , 42 , (May 18 , 1945).
Catacombs , '1the172 Em man uelM0 un i e r , II Fran c e i n
Commonweal , 42 , ·(t1 ay 11 , 1945) , 85.
171 I bid.
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forhe was basically aChristian moralist who made the classic
d i vis ion 0 f so cia I act 5 ':" good and ev i I. Yet he bel i eve d t hat
politicat values could ndt be derived from a single philosophical
system , especially not his own. This was lar잉 ely because
personal ism contained ·unfofseeableness as an operative
principle , and also becriuse hi~ outlook νlas grounded in
contrasts and dilemmas. 175
Mounier examined Marxism fora number of reasons. One
。 f these Was that Marxism had criticized thesame institutions
which he found repulsive - Capitalism. the bourgeoisie , and
parliam~ntary democracy. Together they formed what he
scornfullyreferred to as Ill e desordre etabli;"76 modern
societ￥ had become thenegation of Christian principles t 。
sucha degree that its failings could be cited in scientific
te rms:
. First axiom: Thebourgeois is the m~~
who has lost the sense-of Existence: l77
Second axiom: Thebourgeols is ~b 릇 man
who has lost [the i dea ~f] Love. 178
Sour딩 eois society thus made a cult of mediocrityand ,
f
in so·.doing ,· denied ·or forgot the elements .of history and
reI I 9 ion wh i ch had b r au 9 h t him to th e com for the en joyed •
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175 Ibi d.
176Moun ier , Oeuvres , I , 375 - 40 6I.
177 냥북~， 390.
178Ibid. , 391.
179} bid. t 392.
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As Pierce rightly comments , 에 ounier ’ s attack on
democracy was based on his distaste for existing practices;
he was still an admirer of the ideal. 18 l Capitalism , on
the other hand , was fundamental to theestablished disorder. 182
For Mounier. however. Christianity had no connection
with the established d~sorder. Instead , he felt that the
church transcended history and society. It could make errors
and had done so historically , but it could only -be indifferent
to political forms. democratic or authoritarian. By saying
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Mounier hoped to be capable of infusing personalism with· the
revolutionary spirit which resided in 삐 arx.
It is important to note here that Mounier1sconcept of
에 arxism was·, like that of many French lntellectuals ,
de r i ve d f rom the II v u 1gar II pre" 184 8 co r pu s 0 f Ha r x ’ s v., ritings
180 냄씌~， 393.
l81 Pier e ,l Political Thou낌 ht ， 5 1•
1825ee liLa double fonction de la propriet응，” 44I-452 ,
in Oeuvres , I.
183S ee especially 끼 Christianisme et Communisme ll and
IILe commun i sme davant nous" in OeuvresII IV. An interesting
top i c i nth i s reg a r d w0 u I d be MOU n-re-r-'-s i IT flu e nceo n
communist intellectuals ll particularly in eastern Europe and
Latin America , where the influence of the church is undiminished.
Certainly , Roger Garaudy , a leading theoretici~n of the
French party has taken up the theme in his Fr。m Anethema r。
pialogue (셉 ew York: Herder and Herder , 1963T:
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wh i ch s p0 ke wit h s u c h fer vor 0 f the 1 i be rat i on 0 f man kin d
from a1ienation. 184 Thelater , grimmer-Marx ,' 씨 hich dwelled
。 n classstruggle , surplus value , historical materialism ,
was , asH e rb e r t Lue thy sugg est ed , i 9 nore d 0 r neve r kn 0 VI n by
these people. In 에。 unie r I s case , according to Pierce , he
was aware ofMarxthe economist , but detected iM the Marxist
legacy , a duality. each part of 싸hich was mutuallyexclusive
。 f the other. 185 If the French Communist Partγ could live
by the tenets of the later 에 arx ， he , 서。 unier ， could be informed
by the earlier , the revolutionary , the humanistic 서 a rx.
This helps to explain why 에。 unler never held Soviet communism
in anyhigh regar~.
Cer-t-ainlv , Moun-ier made it clear where he felt personalism
could learn from 에 arxi5m. In Be Not Af_r_~Lci， he wrote that
per son a I i 5m lila 9 s behind Ha r xi 5mini t s phi 10 50 phi ca n a 1 y sis
。 f homo faberJ its social and economic analysis of the
contemporary 써。 rld and its experience of action." l86
Like Marx , 에。 unler endorsed themachine age and admired
Marx's analysis of the function of the machine in industrial
s oc1 e t y • 18 7
18 4 p i e rce , Pol i tical Thou딩 ht ， 77.
18 5 I bid •• 7 7-] 8 •
f
I 8 6 Em man ue 1 t10 un i e r , Be Not Af r aid (New York: Sheed
and 센 ar d , 19 6 2) , I 72 •
187 See IlL a mac h i ne en a c c usa t i on ,II Oeuvres , IV. Also ,
in this connection , 에 ichael Harrington ha5 씨 ritten in
’'Mounier: Tra딩 i cOpt i mi st. I’ i n Common\"'e a 1. LX. (Au딩 U5t 20 ,
1954).·489-490 , that both 에 arx and Mounier wereoverly
。 ptimistic about the machine and the industrial age:
79
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1i 연 htbroaderaII s hedspe rsona 1 ismthatfeltHounier
broadlymostthethantranscendenceandinferiorityon
thatmethodsandideas。 freciprocityThe꺼 arxism. 1I 18 강bused
i naidνJO U 1denJoycouldpersonalismand헤 arxismthoughthe
wouldworldne애Thesociety.modern。 freconstructionthe
thatconstructionsociala。 fbenefitsthegalhtherefore
individua1 1 sthe。 ff u1f ill me n tthebycharacterized싸 as
t ru 1ythei ri t 。integrationhisper son ali sm) ,(throughself
spiritualityandmoralityan dt1a rx ism) ’(throughstateindustrial
Christianity).(through
ab u i 1dt 。desireMounier's。 fparta 11"JasThis
embodimentthebe씨。 uldwhichFranceI ncivi 1 izationandculture
f u 1f ill me n tthetimesametheatandprinciples ,Christian。 f
societybour딩 eoiscourse.ofThat ,individual. 189the。 f
thingve rythewasi tfo rattaining ,I ns uccee dnevercould
I tfulfillment.personal。 frealizationtheinhibitedthat
pursuittheI ntechnologyandsCIence ,reason ,cultivatedhad
foundhadandi nd ust ry ,andcapital。 fsocietynewthe。 f
spi ri tua 1andmediocrity ’anxiety ,al ienation ’instead
hadclassmiddlethethatseemedi tHounierT。dullness.
European
II ••• what i s 1eft out of Moun iera n <;I Ha rxis .the po s s i bl e
a b'so 1uti s m 0 f the mac h ii ne • Eve n ina soc i e t yin wh i ch
production is regulated in the most utopian fashion , the very
processes of industrγ are .a brutal izing fa.ctor. 11 (p. 때9)
rmm흥 rsingend-byt 。for-uf마5Ta -on-l y-ιcjnfe- -a- 16n g-w ay
172.
189S ee Donald 써。 1 f , II Em man uel Moun i e r : A Cat h 0 1 i c
of .the Left ,II Review of Politics , 22 , (J u 1Y, 1960 )• 32 4- 344 ,
for a n a c cu rate- a nd~rrru-mrnatTn잉 synthesis ofMounier ’ s thought.
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man in a nightmare. The solution -lay in reasserting the
spiritual vi-tality of the human being and putting it t 。 ν'10 rk
in the construction of a new and dynamic Christian society in
‘~hich the potentials of industrial democracy νJere harnessed
to bring equality and fulfillment to all men.
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CHAPTER VII
JEAN-PAUL SARTRE: T 쉰 E EXISTENTIALIST1S
SEARCH FOR PERSONAL FREEDOM IN
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
As alienation from all s 。 ζial constructs became , in
this century , a pervasive theme of intellectual activity ,
the burden of cultural despair became not how to deal with
modern life in economic , artistic , or religious terms , but
only as a single individual at a moment in history. For
this reason , existentialism , a trend in modern European
philosophy , that concerned itself I;-lith the individual , had
deep roots i n the Eu r 0 pea n i n tel 1e c t ua 1 t r ad i t i on , and ltI as
the movement that mostpersistently returned to the concerns
。 f cu 1tu ra 1 des pa i r , became the mas t i mpo.rtant soc i al
philosophy of the tνrentieth century.
No existentialisthas been more active in the quest for
the amelioration of the individual ’ 5 condition in the modern
world than Jean-Paul Sartre. An enemy of the limitation of
freedom , conformity , and systematization of life that he
feels are the hallmarks ‘ 。 f bourgeois society , Sartrehas
tested his ideas in nearly everyform of intellectual endeavor
includin딩 fiction , drama , sociology , psychology , political
theory , and the philosophγ 。 f history. One concern , to which
he has often returned , is the value of Marxism as a tool of
82
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’ledhasThisimprovement.socialthereforeandhis tory
。 'tInhisw t thMarxismamal 던 amatet 。attemptt 。에。 unier ，1 ike
constructt 。u rgαtheintogivenneverhasheButph i 1osophy.
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‘ t 。choseninsteadhasHepanacea.afo rsearch。 rutopiaa
criticalofde 딩 reehigha\'Ji t ha v.enuespossibleallexamine
andcontinuousahadhasheresult ,aAsresponsibility.
studyfo 11 ovJi n 9The떼 arxism.씨 i thstrugglemonumental
theofmicrocosmaISi tSincestruggle ,this。 nfocuses
modernthe。 fsolutiontheforsearchexistential ist's
predicament.
His1905.InPar isInbo rn~"asSartreJean-Paul
motherHis190young.quitewasSa rt rewhendiedfather
。 ft 。νIncoastalthetomove-df am i 1ytheandremarried
asschoolhighlocalthefromgraduatedHeRochelle.La
Paris ,Instudieshiscontinued5 art restudent.averagean
enteredgraduated ,Hephilosophy.。 ffie ldtheentering
GermanyInstudieshi spursuedmonths ,sixteenforarmythe
and ,HavreLeInschoolhightaughtthenHusserl.unde r
service ,mil ita ryentereda 잉 aanhe1939 ,nParis.later ,
campprisonfromreleased'I! asGermans ,thebycapturedwas
theI n싸。 rkParis t 。t 。returnedandhealth ,
’
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190 Se e Jean-Paul Sc.:':" t r e , The 낀。 rds (New York: George
Brazi l1er , 1964) , Norman N. Greene; Jean-Paul Sartre
(Ann Arbor: UniversIty of 에 ichigan Press , 19bO) , and
Simone de Beauvoir , The Prime of Life , (Cleveland: 싸。 rld
Pub 1. ish in 9 Com pan y , 1960) , for· de t ail s 0 f Sa r t r e ’ s youth
and early manhood.
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In 1938 , Sartre had published his first novel , Nausea ,
which was an immedlatesuccess. At the same time it created
a s can da lbe c a use of the ne 't.f and d i 5qui e tin 9 ideas it
con ta i ned , wh i ch , of course , νlere the rudiments of hls
existentialism. Sartre also published his5tudies in
psychological theory and initiated ‘ ~ls career as a literary
c r i ti c. 'This co r pus 0 f ex i s te nt i a 1 tho ugh t pre ce de d by
seve r a 1 years his ma j or ph i los 0phi cal t r act , Bein 탕 and
Nothingness ( 1943 ), an d tho ugh his p r inc i pal dr am at i cwo r ks ,
TheF 1ies and 찌。 Exit a 1s 0 a ppea red d uri n9 the wa r , its e em s
clearthat th~ events of thewar were not , assome critics
think , the original catalysts for his ideas. 191
Sa r~t rei sin tr0due t ion t 0 에 arxism had occurred during
his U oi ve r s i ty , day s • I n 19 25 , when hew as t wen t y , the re was
nochair of Marxismat the University andeven communist
stu den t 5 avo i de d men t i on i n9 Ha r x • liThe h0 r r 0 r 0 f t he dia 1e c tic , II
he recounts , II 싸 assuch that Hegel wasunknown tous." l92
One read Marx only 50 as tobeab Ie -to refute him. At
about that time , Sartre read the German Ideology and Capital.
씨hile they seemedto have no immediate effect on his mind ,
the reali 七 Y~ 6 f 에 arxism i tse 1f did change for him. He
realized , for the first time ,
the heavy presenc~ on my horizon of the
masses of workers , an enormous , somber
body which lived Marxism , which practiced
it. and wh i ch at a distance exerc l5ed an
191Greene , Sa'rtre , 3.
192Jean~Paul Sartre , Sea r ch for a' r념 thod (New York:
Al fred A. Knopf , 1963) , .17~
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thε war , occupation , and resistance νlere to shatter those
edifices. 194 And it was during those hazardous war years
t hat th e y .."antedt 0 fig h t sid e by sid e 씨 i th the 씨。 rkin당
class. "He finally understood that the concrete is history
and dialectical action. ,, 195
Simone de Beauvoir. the novelist and Sartre1s sometime
mistress , has retold in her memoirs the unstructured
conflicts of political philosophies which seemed to rage
In the mind of the .young Sartre:
Sartre built his theories· , fundamentally ,
upon certain ~ositions which we both adhered
to with some passion. Our love of freedom ,
。 ur opposition to the established order of
things , our individualism , andour respect
for the working classes - all there brou영 bt
usc 1as e to a nanarc hi st DOS i t i on. But to be
quite frank , our incoherencedefiedany sort
。 flabel. Wewere anti-capitalist , yet not
Marxists. • • • Though our interpretation of
men and the universe was strictly materialistlc ,
0e despised science and technology. Sartre
was not bothered by these inconsistencie~， and
refused so much as to formulate them ••••
He himself skippedfrom one c9~viction to the
next without rh~me or reason. 196
Later , however. Sartre1s views began to coalesce.
193 냉념:.' 18.
194냄파4’
195 파부.:.，' 20-21.
196deB e a Uv 0 i r , .PJ:댄븐으f I넌i f븐， 39.
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.~saW r i t e r , he regarded the artist as a stranger in every
society.197 The Soviet Union. the supposed epitome of the
’~arxist experiment , 싸 as tohim merely a society of engineers
i ’J i tho uta nyc u 1t u r a 1 val ue 5 • t,\ 0 reo ve r , the n i 9 h t mar e 0 f
Soviet life for the creative and independent-mInded in the
~eriod of the thirties νlas not lbst on him. At the same
time , and especially during his tenure ~t the lyce~ of
Le Havre , Sartre began to show his distaste for the mid~le
class - to which. of course , he belonged; a fact 씨 hich he
never denied~ He began passionately to hate thebourgeois
II a n a 1y tic a 1" i n tel 1e c t ua 1s • The ywere phrasemakers who spoke
of democracyj equalityand other shibboleths. 198 As a
watter of fact , it was at. this time that he began frequenting
e’niLι”‘L•il·w<)Fle」u·ll·-uo’k”ζ“n‘‘n
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써 ith the publication of ~_~_u~_e_~ in 1938 , Sartre established
himself , with Albert Camus , as the intellectual hope of France. 200
197Jean-Paul Sartre , Hhatl ‘ s Literature? (Ne씨 York:
턴 arper ε ROlt' , Inc •• 19 65). See e s pe c i a 1 1y the c hap t e r
entitled ’lSi t ua t ion 0 f the v,r i t e r i n 19 47. II Inth i s w0 r k ,
월 ritten at a date later than the point at which 씨 e find
늙 im in the narrative above , he" noted that the writer had
to searchon his own forthe liter~ry values whtch co~ld
inform his particular work and at the sametime aid in the
rethinking of society. He had to escape his bo~rgeois
sensibilities and avoid the pitfalls of the contradictions
of 에 arxism.
19 8 \-Ii 1f rid 0e 5 an. The 서 a r x i sm 0 f Je a n- Pau 1 Sart r e
(Garden City , New York: Doubleday , 1965) , 2-3.
1991bid.
200 Park , Culture of France , 18.
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As the saga of the Resistance opened , the world of French
letters had charged them 써 ith the responsibility of representing
씨 artime Francels literature. The combination emerged from
It/orld \<J ar .11 in.:::;tact and in charge , as it were , of the ne싸
wave of post-~"ar literature. 201 In their roles as "mentors
for th 흘i: r time ,II the y "I rot e e s say s , phi los 0 phi cal stu die s ,
articles , and novels , all highly didactic in tone. 202
To Sartre and Camus had fallen the profound burden of
delineating the scope and direction of the French mind.
Thetask of dealing with 헤 arxism was now inevitable.
The legacy of thewar and resistance was , for Sartre ,
decisive. His notions of guilt and responsibility had ,
during that time , matured. 203 서。 reaver ， thetragic
experience of the forties had ultimately convinced him and
many of his colleagues that historical materialism was the
。 n1y valid interpretation of the pa5t. 204 At the same time ,
he had reached the conclusion that exis.tential ism provided
the only concrete approach to reality.20S Henow felt that
201lbid.
202 In Sartrels case , these works included such plays
as No Exit , 1946 , (though actually performed during the
war a sea r 1y a 51 9 45) , The F1 ies (also pub1 ished and
per for me d ear 1 ie r . i n France - 19 4 3) , rh_e_Y_e_sJ~~c~~tu~1
Prostitute , 1948 , and Dirty Hands , 19파-8-.--H i s nove 1s of
t his --p-eri -0-din c 1u de d The 암 eprieve ， 1945 , TheAge of
Reas。 n ， 1945 ， and T r_()u_bJ e d .sJeep.
203Caute , Communism , 248.
204 I bid.
205lbid.
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conflictTheafterνI a rd.himselfdefinesandfirs teXistsman
surfacetobegunhadlifemodernandexistential ismbe t\‘/een
atthatconflict ,this。 fbecausewasi tAndmind.hisn”---’
shape-.taket 。began에 a rx ismwithstrugglehispoint ,this
Inseenbecan에 a rxi s maboutambivalenceSartre·s
withdisi llusionmenthisThereFlies."liTheplaythe
。 rstatebyimpartedrationalerealitystructured
theOrestes ,evident.ISsystemsocial。 rpolitical
hismurdershese If-centered:completelyI Sprotagonist ,
cy c Ie ,)서 edeathe。 nbasedISplay(theClytemnestramother
ofnordeath ,fatherlshisrevenging。 fmotivetheνIi thnot
definition.personal。 factanasbutjustice ,reestablishing
system.the
I have done my deed ••• and that deed
씨 as good. I shall bear it on my shoulders
as a carrier at a ferry carries the traveler
to the farther bank. • •• The heavier
it is to carry the better pleased I shall
be; for that ~urden is my ~reedom.206
representswh 。Zeus ,defiesconsciouslyth usHe
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theofexaltationandecisi on.existentialOrestes·
Sartre ’ sISsystem ,the。 fexpensetheatindividual
t 。m
ι
“byeffortpersistentanddefiniteaI nblowinitial
t 。his relationi rrdl-vi dua-l '--s--condi t ion j name-ri 0 -rate--t l're
thefreedom ,11myam-
-’
constructs.soc i a Iclassmiddle
。\，oJ nhis。 fmasterandexp 1 i cato rultimatethe,smansingle
says. 20 7her。Sartre·sexistence ,
OtherandExitinN。
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SartreHis reverence for the i nd i vi d uci L not "J i t hs tan din 9 ,
was s til 1 attracted by ~1 a rx i s t ideology. This ambivalence
whenwas dramatically revealed In 1952 , the wor 1d 。 f letters
thewas treated t 。 spectacle 。 f France's most prestigious
temps modernes.
。 stensibly’
however ,
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which
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the 1 i 9 h tmatters 。 f lit era ry jealousy , exchange brought t 。
the discrepancy between Camus' bold repudiation 。 f Harxism
and Sartre's less we 11 defined attitude toward it. In
Sartre1sfact , position smacked unmistakably 。 f temporizin틸
an aand unsureness , intellectually honest , scholarly
but nevertheless ,unsureness , unsureness.
。 neIn speaking t 。 。 f the iss ue s Camus had raised In
thathis letter , 。 f the ,: jus t revealed Soviet concentration
Sa r t r.ecamps , displayed his cont·empt for the modern condition
i n the bourgeois democra cy as we 11 as I n the totalitarian
lithestate. Somewhat 씨 ea ri ly he wrote , I ron Curtain IS only
씨 herea rna rror , each half 。 f the world reflects the 。 the r.
/
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Each turn of th~ scre씨 않품 corresponds to a twist the re ,
and both here and there , to finish , we are both the screwers
and the scre싸 e d • II 208 An d , s till , i n the sam e e s say , he
could speak of Marxism ’ SlIp rofound truth. 11209 Un 1 ike Camus ,
who couldnot disassociate Marx from Stalin·s enormities ,
Sartre was strugglin낌 to make the necessarydivision. That
싸 as perhaps the crux ofhis problem.
However tortured the evolution ofSartre ’ s socio-
political conscience or consciousness has been , he has
remained the "most perceptive and morally responsible of
the French philosopher-싸 riters to have wrestled with the
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Ha r xis m has bee n a. un i que and fo r mid ab leo bs t a'c Ie , a n
intellectual Everest which t when conquered , may be , discovered
to be the end of the quest , or the last barrier. One critic
has said it is the primary impediment in the path of the
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"negation , ne 딩 at ion 0 f all 1 i mit a t i 0 no f freedom , all
hampering of man1s free movement , all frustration and
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208 1" __ .&. __ 'Sartre1s reply to Camus is collected in Sartrels
Situations (New York: Gqorge Brazi ller , 1965). It νJ as
originally published in Les Temps 선。 dernes in the same
issue in 싸 hich Camus· letterwas~pr~~d-.-theAu 딩 ust ， 1952
issue. The quotation is from p. 86 of Situationε·
209lbid. ,' 88.
210Caute , Communism , 147.
211Desan , 렌딩 rx ism of←3걷 rtr껏_， 2.
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career has thus been the revolt a 잉 ainst repetition. organization ,
and conditionin딩 νlhich crushes creativity.212
Thus. in 샌earch 추。 r a {-l ethod , a book expanded from an
article entitled lithe Situation of Existentialism in 1957 ,"
which he 씨 rote for a Polish magazine , and included as the first
part of his second major philosophical treatise , Critique
。 f Di ale c tic a 1 R_e a son , Sart rem a d e his 'm 0 s tin c j s i ve s tat em e n t
on Marxism , basing his conclusions , he said , on one fundamental
contradiction in 헤 arxism ， "that of existence and kn。νdedge. ，， 213
•••• I consider 서 arxism the one philosophy
。 f cιur time 씨hich νIe cannot go beyond
and ••• I hold the ideal 。링 y of existence
and its "comprehensive" method to be an
e n c 1a ve ins ide Ha r x rs m vI h i c h s i mu I tan e 0 us 1γ
engenders and rejects it. 2l S
In a notably perceptive introduction to a collection
。 f essays treating of 헤 arxism and existentialism. George
Novack comments that Sartre1s most extensive ar 딩 uments
against Marxismappeared in a 1946 piece entitled 에 aterialism
and Revolution.216 but the foregoing statement seems t 。
captu re a 11 of Sa rt re IS amb iva 1ence--toviara--Harx-is1Tl’ t 。
•
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213S ar tre , search #。 r a Meth 。 d ， XXXIII-XXXIV.
214 Lb id. , XXXIV
2151bid.
216( Ge 。「ge 에。vacμ Td. , Existentialism Versus 에 a베 sm
New York: Delta Books , 1966) , 19.
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prescientandcoura잉 eous ，unequivocal ’mosthisrresent
t 。relationshipitsandrelevance ,andvalueits。 fvIew
Innotes ,Novackasfact ,Inexistence.。 ftheory。써 nhis
i n t 。선 arxismdissolvesvi rtuallySartre션F3~~~'aforSea rch
en 딩 enders"simultaneously(existentialismex i s ten t i ali s m,
hethatsayt 。noti sthatBut ,it ,, ).2l7rejectsand
t~ a rx i s tPolishtheSchaff,Adamasthem ,amalgamates
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Flto떼 arxistafo rdifficulth 。νl(andRather
theturnsSartredoes ,)hei ftraumatichow
t'l a rx.
As soon as there will exist for everyone
a mar gin a f _I':릇~l freedom , Marxism wi 11 have
。 ut1ived its span;" a_pbi1osophy of freedom
will fake its P1a ~ e • 219
a 잉 ainst
hist 。d 。t 。used에 arxvJh att/ta rxt 。doesSartreThus ,
9 re at ,asocialismscientificmakesHeantecedents.o \AJn
its。 fseedthecontainingsystemsocialtransient ,but
thebyactivatedbet 。\',Jaitswhichdes t r uc t ion ’。wn
nowill~IarxismνJhi cht 。eventsevents ,。 fturninevitable
process.historicalinexo’ rablethei nrelevant ,belonger
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‘ideology , aanISTo Sartre , existentialism
i n t 。I{nov"ledge.。 fmargin"on the1 i vi ngsystem"
vs. 서 arxism; Adam Schaff ,
Schaff makes this point
218꾀。 vack ， Existential ism
"APhilosophyof 애 an ， II 29 7- 3 1 니.
the theme of his entire ess 티 y •
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which ••• it seeks to be inte당 rated."220 Thus , by draνlin약
Hegel over to the side of existentialism ,22l t• arxism is robbed
。 f its dynamic; the dynamic is infused into existentialism ,
wh i. c h bee 0 111 e s , the n , the i nher ito r 0 f the man t 1e 0 f lire s po n s i -
b i 1 i t yll tothem ass e 5 , ν~hich Marxismformerly 싸。 ret Existen-
tialisffi superannuates and supersedes Marxism because it has the
new dimension of considering individual freedom. After bourgeois
society has been reorganized - goods and capital properly
distributed - the I’margin of 똥랴 freedom ll is thus initiated ,
which , to be preserved , has got to be illuminated and secured
222by the n eVJ II ide 61 ogy II 0 f ex is ten t i ali sm. t. L L Marx ism , t hen ,
for Sartre , only brings the individual!요 the total amelioration
of hIs condition in society when , after subsuming his identity
and freedom in that of the masses , it finally fulfills the
limit of its vision , its mission , and , in so doing , reintroduces
the possibility of in~"ividual fre~dom.223
220!우뀔..:.' 8.
221 I bid • , 19 , ff. Sartre says , for Hegel Ilexistences are
enmeshed l~ fhe history 씨 hich they make and which , as a concrete
universality , judges and transcends them. 11 Thorough critiques
。 f Hegel , for the interested reader , are Herbert Mar6use l s
Reasdn and Revolution , (80S ton : Be a co n Boo k s , 19 5 It) •
222 Ib i d. , XXXIV.
223S ee Karl Marx and Friedrich En 딩 e1s ， the Communist
애 anifest。 (New York , 196~). Itwould be , at best , foolhardy
t 0 at t ein-pt tot raee Sart rei s con c ep t 0 f t't a r xis mI s promi s e ina
footnote , but the reader is directed to one of the most salient
works on the subject. The t·1 ani fes t 。 yields the crucial chapter 1 ,
57-79 and the open-ended s ta temen t on 95 , Iii n place of bou rgeo i s
society , 씨 ith its classes and class antagonisms , we shall
have an association i~ whi"ch the fre~ devεlopment of each is
the condition for th흐 free development of all. II ( ita li c s min e .• )
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CHAPTER VI I I
CONCLUSION: A MODERN THEME
There is a story , perhaps apocryphal , that once while
Metternich , the great defender of the European status quo ,
was strollin딩 in his garden an eclipse ofthe sun occurred.
He. whobecame disconcerted by any change in the political
。 r de r. \'-1 ass o· ups e t by t his de v i a t ion i nth e n a tu r a lor de r
that he ran indoors , climbed intobed. and was ill. Not
much effQrt then is required to imagine the impact on the
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nineteenth andearly t 씨 entieth centuries. Used to cultural
traditions that had not changed substantially in four
centuries , Europe νlas no씨 bearin딩 witness to their almost total
destruction in less than two.
In this discussion , we have attempted to trace the path
。 f the syndrome that characterized the reaction of the
intellectual class to that destruction. In b곁렉 rin- rrf~r vri~t:n • • 」 一
Proudhon , the nineteenth century revolutionary , 씨 e observed
a man whose sensibiliti~s were among the first in Europe t 。
be outraged by the new liberal economic and political
constructsof the nineteenth century. Navin연 t r. aced t 。
t hes ec 0 n s t r u c t s the causes of the dis ere pan c i e s in French
life , Proudhon violently attacked their guardian and chief
홉l
..:;~
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benefactor , the middle class. 터 is solution was one th 려 t
Vias to recu r a 잉 ain and a9ai ‘ n in the criti 디 ue of bour낌 eois
de r.1 0 era cy • He demanded age ne r a1 level i n9 of soc iεty ，
politically , econom i. cally , socially , in the hope that
society 씨。 uld thereby hang together in harmony and security.‘l→**-‘‘
tfytJ
응니‘‘ikιι
1
‘?g
‘haiiL@
In that and other senses , Proudhon was rooted fundamentally
in the classical economic tradition of Smith and Ricard。
(although , as we hav~ said , he was distrustful of laissez
faire) '"、， ho believed in the basic harmony of interests of all
men in society , and in the utopian tradition of St. Simon
and Fourier who believed in the abilityof man to .achieve
the total integration of himself in a social , political ,
and economtc context. Like Bentham , moreover , he bel1eved ,
。 r professed to believe , in the utility as the criterion for
social and political institutions.
He noted that bourgeois soclety , as it existed in France ,
did not conform to those standards that it had , itself ,
laid down. It was a hypocritical society in that ;t claimed
the harmony of inte~ests of men in economic life , but did
not , i n f act , p ra c tic e it. 50 me me n νJere noticeably wealthier
than others; some men-흩:x듀r01-t응깅 깅 t-h-e-r-s-- t-h-r-o-!J-9_b -.YO La 1τ and
unnatural economic devices , such as property and interest.
A~d because of these eco~omic inequalities , the integration
。 f men into the political and social comity (which for him
and the utopians νias almost a secular ‘versi 。 n of the l.를.동
pub 1 i ca 둔h r is←tia→π닫) was i mposs j b 1e. Th is hypocri sy of the
middle class 씨 as thus an injustice it perpetrated on the rest ‘
構騙騙!뤘훨 뤘憲X짧聊F헛*흙g빼짧練뺑했練껴뭘쨌鷹짜한“~뺏薦웅낀없양뺑힘薦뺑했顆轉환햄했랜룡흥짝쟁釋했購顆했했顆顆쩔쩔關짧轉幕轉覆體厭顯戰핫뺀캠꽉，'J허
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。 f society. Justice thus became the theme and consuming
interest of Proudhonls career.
The young 헤 arx 씨 as impressed 씨 ith Proudhon1s critique of
industrial and commercial society and so was the anarchist
Bakunin. In Proudhon. they thought they had discovered a
revolutionary hero. Marx , of course , found out differently ,
an din the fo ~~_，=-~y__o_f__PJ:LiJ_C?_s o_p_hy revealed it for the
socialist world to see. Instead of revolutionary toughness ,
Marx detected in Proudhon Christian moralism. Instead of
dialectical awareness , a view that existed essentially out
of history.
Yet despite Marx1s vigorous attack , Proudhon remained ,
througho':!_t the nineteenth century. a figure of· tremendous
revolutionary appeal , perhaps because his attack on bourgeois
so~iety was based fundamentally on the simple human instincts
for justice and security , ν~hich for many men in those tlmes
appeared to. be revolutionary principles.
If the revolutionary looked Janus-like back to his intel-
lectual roots and at the same time ahead to a future of
equality. justice , and unity beyond modern constructs ,
the artist often turned his back c~감띠 1효 fe ry·-o-n-mtJcl흩rni-ty.---- - .-----~
Thorn asS tea r n s Eli 0 twa s s uc han art i st. I n II T r ad i t ion and
the I n d i vi d ua 1 Ta Ie nt ,II / the e s say i n ν1hlch he recorded his
critical standards. Eliot said the artist must nourish his
creative 딩 enius in the traditions of the past , that any
contributionto the culture must be in concert with those
t r ad· i t i on s •
緣짧i總願顆헬￥聽輪혔爛懶輸轉輪顆醒 톨홉톨~항행g빠얻~:얻쫓윷im"...mm앙g예톨@삐를훌"" *‘-픈“-‘ 톨g톰.
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But he s a\\f inc rea si n9 1yin the m0 de r n νlorld. theestrange-
ment of the culture from thos~ verytraditi6ns which were
t 0 keep i t v i a b 1e. e nr i chi t. He 5 a \-J t he to tal soc let y a 5
being gradually weakened by the norms of modern existence.
The protagonist of liThe Love Song ofJ. Alfred Pru "f rock ,"
써 as hi s model ·0 f the par a 1ysis . that s e i zed the. bourgeois.
In his greatest poem , liThe \.J asteland ,1I he 'v'Jarned of the
st e r i ] i t yo f the c u 1t u re ina 11i t s asp e c t s. and co n t r a s ted
it with images and allusi~ns from classical culture.
Modernman was sexually aswe 11 as intellectually andemot Lana 11 y
par a 1y zed , he s aid • 에。dernsociety 씨 as c u 1t u ra 1.1 y .and soc ia 11y
dislocated. ·~1ediocrityand banality had replaced excellence
and good taste as aesthetic norms; once respected social
institutions had decayed to the point that they were
ludicrous. In liThe 패 as tel and" . and i n at her poe ms. he de pic ted
Jews as being at the he~rt of modern disorders.
To publicize his viewsand s'imi lar ones of his
contemporaries , Ellφ 휠 founded and edited a literary review ,
Criterion , in which he h~ped tφ alert theintel1ectual
C_QI]1J]1'.trrl!_~ _~Q the p rob 1ems of mode rn, cu lt ure. Ini ts
seventeen years of existence before the outbreak of war in
1939 , Criterion s e r ve d as· .a f 0 rum for cu 1t u r a 1 cr i tic s s uc h
as CharlesMau때
Ezra Pound.
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modern world , theCathol ic would have a more difficult
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p rob 1em • I n a 씨。 r 1d νJhich saw the universe as man-centered.
the cosmically oriented Catholic had to fight a hard battle
to survive with his beliefs.
Emmanuel Mounier succeeded in creatin딩 an amalgam
。 f secular ideals and his Christianity. Believing tbe
bourgeoisie to have create~ a society in which manhad gotten
more and more estranged from the ethic and morality of
Chr· i s t ian i t y , and t 0 h.a ve los t the ide a 0'flo ve , a 5 weI I a s
。 f ex i s ten c e its elf , all i nth e que s t for cap ita.l , t~ 0 un i e r
called for the reorganization of socjet~so that the bourgeoisie
씨。 uld be excluded from its role of cultural arbiter.
Descended from thevitalists of the late nineteenth ~nd early
twentieth.ε centuries who believed in the abilityof the human
spirit to create the c6nditions of its own well-being ,
Mounier founded the personalist movement , 'and attempted t 。
suffuse it with the revolutionary spirit ofMarxism in the
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revolutionary humanism would achieve , in effect. the ra~ical
conversion of sbciety and lead to the totalfulfi llment in
the world of the Christian person.
••---'---
The tradition of existentialism in Eu~야검 • rs 륨깨← i-crσ co-s-m--~--~
。 f the strugglewith the despair engendered by bourgeois
society. Thrown back oM themselves by the spatial limitations
。 f , themodern urban environment , restricted in political
action by the repressive tendeno행~ of bourgeois democracy ,
and dis or i en ted by .h 0 11 ow ’ and meaningless moral , ethical and
aesthetic standards , the existentialists have withdrawn
톨. 를톨 ........’~;'}.'?'，~‘~갱.... 빼..
&훌훌훌용빼훨옮펴획&필합~~，에휴iii.;(.혀·훌영~*，; ’ •
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into their own minds and created systems with wh~h the sinale
individual can live in or combat modern life.
Jean-Paul Sartre1s existential philosophy w 핀 s formed
in this crucible.Contemptuous of bourgeois conventions from
his youth , Sartre1s philosophical convictions matured and
hardened into an atheistic and dialectical system based
。 n thephenomenology of Hegel and Husserl. Early in his
career Sartre turned to Marx for support and went so far as
to attempt to incorporate 에 arxism with existentialism ,
Whereas Mounier1s alliance of Christianity and 에 arxism was
。 ften tenuous , Sartre hasfelt that its promise of the relief
。 f the in d i v i d ua 1 from ali en a t i on , jus t i fie d an attempt t 。
form a ~nity of the two apparently opposed systems.
Ithas not been an easy task. Plagued by the criticisms
of his fellow philosophers , partlcularly Albert Camus , and
by the inconsistencies of 헤 arxism's modern practicioners ,
and of 에 arxism itself~ Sartre has fromtime to time been
faced 씨 ith a crisis of the mind. But since his intellectual
quest is for nothing less than the 딩 rail of total personal
-• • fr응을→d o l]1 Ln th~__!1l_Q 뱉 rn 씨。 rld. he has never stopped his
relentless examination and criticism of his beliefs and of the
modern context.
The tapestry of European history in these two centuries ,
the nineteenth and the twentieth , is rich and heavy. The
intellectual historian , in trying to plumb the mind of the
age , hardly knows νlhich thread of the magnificent embroidery
잉r
찌톨l
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to pi clι up first. Cultural despair is only one of many , but
the eye of the historian is attracted to its many convolutions.
And even if he follows its course assiduously , in the end
he can only guess at its numerous possible conclusions. For
the impact of modern life on the minds of the cu1tur굉 1
traditions of European thou딘 ht has not yet played out. But
when final assessmentsare possible. no better expression
。 f c u 1t u r a 1 des pair VI ill be f 0 un d t han t his 0 net hat a p pea r s
。 n the closing pages of Huys띠 an 앙 매 ainst the 란a 댄， vJhe re
Des Esseintes , the hero , contemp1ated his return , from se1f-
imposed exile , to modern society.
Of a surety , no haven of refu딩 e νlas open to him ,
no shore of safety left. \'‘Jha t ν，las to hecome of
him ~ i n Par i s yon de r , \'1 her e he had ne i the r
re1ativesnor friends1 No tie bound him any
more to the FaubourgSaint-Germain that was
na \J'J qua ve r i ngin its dot age , s cali n 딘 a씨 ay i n
a dust of desuetude , lying derelict - a worn-out ,
empty hull! - amid a new society! And what
point of contact could there be bet l:Jeen 'him and
that bourgeois class that had little by little
climbed to the toP. taking advantage of every
disaster to.fill its coffers , stirring up
every kind of catastrophe to make its crimes
andthefts pass muster?
After the aristocracy of birth , it was now the
turn of the aristocracy of money; it was the
e--a----l--i~p-h륙-t-e----o-f-t-h-용(εe닙 nt-i-n 형 n-G-u-s 당-.-~tb요 de_s-갑~~t ism
。 f the Rue du Sentier. the tyranny of commerce
withit s n ar r 。써 -minded.venal ideas , its
。 stentatious and rasc딩 lly instincts.
. . . . . . . . . ., . . . . . .
In paintin딩， it wa~ a deluge of effeminate futilities;
in literature , a welter of insipid style and
spiritless ideas. 꾀 hat was a-lacking was common
honesty in the business gambler , common honour
in thefreebooter who hunted for a d 。νJ ry fo r
his son while refusing to pay his dau딩 hter's ，
common chastity in the Voltairean who accused
the clergy of incontinence while he was off
himself to sniff , like a dull fool and a
‘ 3강고‘~용"'"훌4“*
융썰-
hypocrite , pretending ~o be the rake he 싸 as not ,
in disorderly dens of pleasure , at the greasy
씨ate r i n to i 1e t ve sse 1san d the hot , a c rid
effluvium of dirty petticoats.
It νJas the vast , foul: ‘ ba 던 nio of America
transported to our Continent; it was , in a ν10 rd ,
the limitless , unfathomable , incommensurable
firmament of black딩 uardism of the financier
and the self-made man , beamin 딩 d O\'J n , 1 ike a
despicable sun , on the idolatrous city that
잉 ravelled on its bellγ ， hymning vile songs
。 f praise b~f2re the impious tabernacle of
Commerce. “ 1
224J • K. Huysmans , A영 ainst the Grain (NeνJ York:
Hartsdale House , 1951) , 336-338.
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